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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA
DAVID P. TROTTI, an individual,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No.: 37-2018-CA-1039
Civil Division

RICK SCOTT, Governor of the State of Florida,
in his official capacity;
KEN DETZNER, Secretary of the State of Florida,
in his official capacity.
Defendants.
________________________________/
DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
Florida Governor Rick Scott and Florida Secretary of State Ken Detzner hereby respond
in opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Injunctive Relief. Under the Florida Constitution and
binding precedent from the Florida Supreme Court, a circuit judge’s resignation that is accepted
by the Governor prior to the candidate qualifying period creates a vacancy in office to be filled
by gubernatorial appointment—not by election. Those principles were affirmed less than four
years ago in Trotti v. Detzner, 147 So. 3d 641 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014) (Trotti I), a prior case in
which the same Plaintiff made the same legal arguments contained in the Complaint here.
Plaintiff asks this Court to disregard the First District’s holding in Trotti I in favor of the
approach advocated by the dissent in that case. As described below, Plaintiff is not entitled to
injunctive relief against the Governor or Secretary of State because the merits of his legal
argument are directly foreclosed by binding precedent.
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FACTS
On April 2, 2018, Fourth Circuit Judge Robert M. Foster tendered a letter of resignation
to Governor Scott in which he wrote that his last day in office would be Monday, December 31,
2018. Exh. A. On April 23, 2018, Governor Scott sent Judge Foster a letter accepting his
resignation. Exh. B. The Executive Office of the Governor provided notice of Judge Foster’s
resignation to Kristi Reid Willis, Bureau Chief for the Florida Division of Elections, noting that
Judge Foster’s judicial seat would be filled by appointment. Exh. C (Affidavit of Kristi Reid
Willis) ¶ 5. The Bureau Chief was further notified that the Fourth Circuit Judicial Nominating
Commission had been activated to begin the appointment process. Willis ¶ 5.
The statutory qualifying period for the election of circuit court judges began at noon on
April 30, 2018, and concluded at noon on May 4, 2018. On May 3, 2018, at 1:44 PM, qualifying
paperwork for David P. Trotti for the office of Circuit Judge, Fourth Judicial Circuit, Group 6,
was hand-delivered to the front desk of the Florida Division of Elections. Willis ¶ 6. That same
day, Plaintiff’s qualifying paperwork was preliminarily reviewed by staff for completeness.
Willis ¶ 7. Based on the preliminary review’s determination that the qualifying paperwork was
complete on its face, Plaintiff was erroneously listed on the Division’s website as “qualified” at
3:29 PM, May 3, 2018. Willis ¶ 7-8.
Less than 45 minutes later, the Division realized that its preliminary determination was in
error—that the office for which Plaintiff sought to qualify (Fourth Judicial Circuit, Group 6) was
to be filled by judicial appointment, not election. Willis ¶ 8. The erroneous website posting was
corrected at 4:08 PM. Willis ¶ 8. Plaintiff was promptly notified that the judicial seat for which
he had filed qualifying papers was not a seat that would be filled by election. Willis ¶ 9. Plaintiff
was further informed him that he could “re-designate” to run for a different judicial seat in the
Fourth Judicial Circuit. Willis ¶ 9. At that time, there were fifteen open judicial seats within the
2
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Fourth Judicial Circuit for which Plaintiff could have qualified. Willis ¶ 9. On May 10, 2018, the
Division certified to the Supervisors of Elections of the counties comprising the Fourth Judicial
Circuit the names of all “duly qualified” candidates who qualified with the Department of State
during the candidate qualifying period. Willis ¶ 12. Because Plaintiff was not a duly qualified
candidate for an office that would be elected in 2018, his name was not certified and his
qualifying check was returned. Willis ¶ 11, 12.
Rather than qualifying for a different judicial seat, Plaintiff chose to file a lawsuit. The
purported legal basis for this action is nearly identical to a case the same Plaintiff filed in 2014.
In that case, Plaintiff sought a writ of mandamus to compel the Secretary of State to accept
qualifying papers for a judicial vacancy that arose under similar circumstances. In the 2014 case,
Second Circuit Judge George Reynolds denied the writ after concluding that the vacancy was to
be filled by gubernatorial appointment rather than by election. Plaintiff appealed to the First
District, which issued its decision and majority opinion in Trotti I, 147 So. 3d 641 (Fla. 1st DCA
2014), affirming the circuit court.
ARGUMENT
Temporary injunctions are an extraordinary and drastic remedy which should be granted
only sparingly. Reliance Wholesale, Inc. v. Godfrey, 51 So. 3d 561 (Fla. 3d DCA 2010). Before
this Court can properly issue a temporary injunction, Plaintiff has the burden of proving by
competent substantial evidence:
1)
2)
3)
4)

A clear legal right to the relief requested reflected by a substantial likelihood of
success on the merits;
Public interest considerations favor injunctive relief;
Irreparable harm unless the status quo is maintained; and
No adequate remedy at law.
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See, e.g., SunTrust Banks, Inc. v. Cauthon & McGuigan, PLC, 78 So. 3d 709, 711 (Fla. 1st DCA
2012) (noting the party seeking the injunction “has the burden of providing competent,
substantial evidence” to satisfy each of these elements); De Leon v. Aerochago, S.A., 593 So. 2d
558, 559 (Fla. 3d DCA 1992). Plaintiff must prove all of these elements; failure to prove one of
the elements is sufficient for a court to deny injunctive relief and to simply decline to consider
the remaining elements. State of Florida, Dep’t of HRS v. Artis, 345 So. 2d 1109 (Fla. 4th DCA
1977). As discussed below, Plaintiff cannot meet his stringent burden of proof and is not entitled
to injunctive relief.
1. Plaintiff does not have a clear legal right to the relief requested.
a. The First District’s holding in Trotti I is controlling and directly forecloses
Plaintiff’s claims.
Most significantly, Plaintiff’s request for injunctive relief should be denied because
Plaintiff cannot demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits. This Court is bound1 by the
First District Court of Appeal’s decision in Trotti I, which directly forecloses Plaintiff’s claims in
this case as a matter of law.
In Trotti I, Fourth Circuit Judge Donald Moran tendered a letter of resignation to the
Governor on March 26, 2014, stating the resignation was effective the last day of his term in
January 2015. Id. at 642. Judge Moran then sent a second letter to the Governor clarifying that
his specific date of resignation was to be Friday, January 2, 2015. Id. The Governor accepted

1

“[I]t is logical and necessary in order to preserve stability and predictability in the law that . . .
trial courts be required to follow the holdings of higher courts—District Courts of Appeal . . . if
the district court of the district in which the trial court is located has decided the issue, the trial
court is bound to follow it. State v. Washington, 114 So. 3d 182, 185 (Fla. 3d DCA 2012) (citing
Pardo v. State, 596 So. 2d 665, 666 (Fla. 1992).
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Judge Moran’s letter of resignation on April 10, 2014. Id. The statutory qualifying period for the
seat was set to begin at noon on April 28, 2014, and end at noon on May 2, 2014. Id.
Meanwhile, on April 2, 2014, before the Governor accepted Judge Moran’s resignation
and before the statutory qualifying period began, Trotti filed a Form DS–DE 9 with the Division
of Elections indicating his intention to run for election for Group 12 (Judge Moran’s seat). Id.
The next day, the Division acknowledged receipt of Trotti’s paperwork and listed him as an
active candidate. Id. However, on April 25, 2014, the Division informed Trotti that Group 12
would be filled by appointment and he should withdraw his candidacy or apply for candidacy in
a different group. Id.
Upon Trotti’s petition for writ of mandamus, Judge Reynolds agreed with the Secretary
of State, finding that the vacancy created by Judge Moran’s resignation should be filled by
gubernatorial appointment. Id. The First District Court of Appeal affirmed. Id. In doing so, the
First District noted that the Florida Supreme Court has provided that “when a vacancy is created
prior to the commencement of the qualifying period, the vacancy is required to be filled by
gubernatorial appointment.” Id. at 644 (emphasis added ) (citing Advisory Op. to the Gov. re
Sheriff & Judicial Vacancies Due to Resignations, 928 So. 2d 1218, 1220–21 (Fla. 2006));
Advisory Op. to the Gov. re Judicial Vacancy Due to Resignation, 42 So. 3d 795, 797 (Fla. 2010)
(“[W]hen a vacancy occurs in the county or circuit courts before the qualifying period for the
seat commences, the vacancy should be filled by appointment, but once the election process
begins, such vacancy should be filled by election”). After rejecting Trotti’s argument that
Spector v. Glisson mandated the seat by filled by election, the First District held that the
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vacancy2 created by Judge Moran’s resignation occurred before the candidate qualifying period,
and therefore must be filled by gubernatorial appointment. Id.
Plaintiff’s current challenge to the constitutional framework governing judicial selection
is virtually indistinguishable from his 2014 challenge. Thus, as in Trotti I, a vacancy in judicial
office was created when the Governor accepted Judge Foster’s resignation before the
commencement of the qualifying period. The Florida Constitution requires that vacancy to be
filled by gubernatorial appointment.
In challenging the Governor’s authority and obligation to make a judicial appointment
under these circumstances, Plaintiff asks this Court to ignore the Florida Constitution, the First
District’s binding decision in Trotti I, and the decades of jurisprudence relied upon by the First
District. Instead, Plaintiff asks this Court to grant relief based on Spector v. Glisson—a case
explicitly distinguished by the First District in Trotti I—and on dicta contained in concurring
opinions to the Supreme Court’s unpublished order in Pincket v. Detzner, 2016 WL 3127704
(June 3, 2016). No legal grounds exist to support this request.
As to Spector, the First District concluded almost two decades ago that “the [Supreme]
court in In re Advisory Opinion to the Governor, 600 So. 2d 460 (Fla. 1992), and the 1996
amendment to article V, section 11(b), has limited Spector to its facts.” Pincket v. Harris, 765
So. 2d 284, 286 (Fla. 1st DCA 2000) (Pincket I). Moreover, Plaintiff previously submitted his
argument that Trotti I conflicts with Spector to the Supreme Court. Trotti I Petition on
Jurisdiction at p. 5 (“This ruling is in direct conflict with Spector v. Glisson, 305 So. 2d 780 (Fla.
1974)”) and Pet. at 4 (“The [Supreme Court] should exercise its discretionary jurisdiction
2

A judicial vacancy occurs when a letter of resignation is received and accepted by the
Governor, even if the resignation, as here, has a future effective date. Trotti, 147 So. 3d at 644.
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because the opinion rendered by the First DCA on September 17, 2014 expressly and directly
conflicts with…Spector v. Glisson, 305 So. 2d 777 (1974)”). Despite being presented with the
opportunity to overrule Trotti I, the Supreme Court declined to accept jurisdiction. Trotti v.
Detzner, 157 So. 3d 1051 (Fla. 2014).
As to the Supreme Court’s recent unpublished decision in Pincket II, Plaintiff relies on
dicta contained in separate concurring opinions by Justices Lewis and Pariente. But those
opinions have no precedential value. See Miller v. State, 980 So. 2d 1092, 1094 (Fla. 2d DCA
2008) (“instruct[ing] the trial court that concurring opinions are not considered precedent” and
that “[o]nly the written, majority opinion of an appellate court has precedential value”); Gawker
Media, LLC v. Bollea, 170 So. 3d 125, 133 (Fla. 2d DCA 2015) (noting unpublished opinion has
no precedential value) (citing Citizens Prop. Ins. Corp. v. Ashe, 50 So. 3d 645, 651 n.3 (Fla. 1st
DCA 2010)). A unpublished concurring opinion Pincket II cannot be read to have overruled
Trotti I, nor can Plaintiff rely upon dicta contained in separate unpublished concurring opinions
to justify disregard of the First District Court of Appeal’s binding precedent.
Because Trotti I is controlling and directly forecloses Plaintiff’s legal arguments, Plaintiff
has no clear legal right to the relief requested. The motion for injunctive relief should be denied.
b. The Florida Constitution requires the vacancy created by Judge Foster’s
resignation to be filled by gubernatorial appointment.
Even if Trotti I had not squarely addressed the issues raised by Plaintiff in this case, the
plain language of the Florida Constitution, and the binding precedent interpreting it, requires the
Governor to fill the vacancy created by Judge Foster’s resignation.
The Florida Constitution provides that a vacancy in office shall occur upon, among other
circumstances, the “resignation of the incumbent.” Art. X, § 3, Fla. Const. When a letter of
resignation is tendered with a future effective date, the vacancy in judicial office occurs on the
7
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date the resignation is accepted by the governor. See In re Advisory Opinion to the Governor,
600 So. 2d 460 (Fla. 1992) (concluding that when a letter of resignation to be effective at later
date is received from a judge and accepted by the governor, a vacancy in that office occurs and
actuates the process to fill it by appointment); Advisory Opinion to Governor re Sheriff And
Judicial Vacancies Due To Resignations, 928 So. 2d 1218 (Fla. 2006) (holding that a judge’s
resignation accepted by the governor before the start of the candidate qualifying period and
effective at a future date after the qualifying period created a vacancy to be filled by appointment
rather than election); accord Trotti, 147 So. 3d 641 at 644 (“A judicial vacancy occurs when a
letter of resignation is received and accepted by the Governor, even if the resignation has a future
effective date”).
Upon the occurrence of a vacancy in judicial office, the Florida Constitution
unambiguously mandates:
The governor shall fill each vacancy on a circuit court ... by appointing for a term
ending on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in January of the year following
the next primary and general election occurring at least one year after the date of
appointment.... An election shall be held to fill that judicial office for the term of
the office beginning at the end of the appointed term.
Art. V, § 11(b), Fla. Const. (emphasis supplied). The Governor’s authority and obligation to
appoint under Article V, section 11(b) is nondiscretionary. The Constitution does not state, for
example, that the Governor shall fill each vacancy “when an unreasonable vacancy is scheduled
to occur for such a length that the business of the state necessitates the appointment.” Plaintiff’s
Mot. at ¶ 19. Instead, the Governor’s duty to appoint yields to only one exception: when the
election process has commenced3 prior to the vacancy occurring. See, e.g., Judicial Vacancy Due

3

The “election process” is deemed to commence at the start of the candidate qualifying period
for judicial office. Appointment or Election of Judges (2008), 983 So. 2d at 528-30.
8
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to Resignation, 42 So. 3d 795, 797 (Fla. 2010); Appointment or Election of Judges (2008), 983 So.
2d 526, 528-30 (Fla. 2008); Appointment or Election of Judges (2002), 824 So. 2d 132, 135 (Fla.
2002).
The Florida Constitution also requires judicial nominating commissions to certify its
nominations to the Governor within thirty days from the occurrence of the vacancy. Art. V, §
11(c), Fla. Const. (“The nominations shall be made within thirty days from the occurrence of a
vacancy unless the period is extended by the governor for a time not to exceed thirty days. The
governor shall make the appointment within sixty days after the nominations have been certified
to the governor”). The constitutional provisions applicable to the judicial nominating
commission are similarly nondiscretionary.
Although the constitutional language is clear, and this Court need not go any further, a
review of the amendments to Article V is also instructive. In 1996, the electorate voted to amend
Article V, section 11(b), to provide that appointed judges serve a term “ending on the first
Tuesday after the first Monday in January of the year following the general election occurring at
least one year after the date of the appointment.” This amendment extended the length of
gubernatorial appointments from the end of the term of a vacating officer. The amendment,
enacted to address the “difficulties with appointing qualified individuals to serve relatively
briefly on the circuit bench,” was “intended to provide the governor with the authority to
appoint” even “when an election is scheduled within the foreseeable future.” Pincket, 765 So. 2d
at 288. Thus, filling a vacancy by appointment, even when an election is imminent, was not only
specifically contemplated and approved by the voters, it is mandated by Article V of the Florida
Constitution.
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Here, the undisputed facts establish that Judge Foster’s resignation was tendered and
accepted by the Governor before the election process commenced at the beginning of the
candidate qualifying period. The Governor is therefore constitutionally authorized and obligated
to fill the vacancy by appointment, and the Secretary of State is prohibited from qualifying
candidates for a judicial seat that will not be filled by election. Because Plaintiff’s arguments are
contrary to the language of the Florida Constitution and well-established precedent, he cannot
demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits. Plaintiff’s motion for injunctive relief against
the Governor and Secretary of State should be denied.
2. Public interest considerations do not support injunctive relief.
Plaintiff’s Motion should also be denied because injunctive relief would disserve the
public interest. Courts routinely deny requests for injunctive relief where the public interest will
not be served. See, e.g., DiChristopher v. Bd. of County Com’rs, 908 So. 2d 492, 497 (Fla. 5th
DCA 2005) (injunction denied where public interest was not well served); Stanberry v. Escambia
County, 813 So. 2d 278, 280 (Fla. 1st DCA 2002) (same).
In addition to being required by law, the actions taken by the Governor and Secretary of
State here are consistent with the recognized public policy of avoiding vacancies in office
whenever possible. See In re Advisory Opinion to the Governor, 600 So. 2d 460, 462 (Fla. 1992).
In fact, as Judge Foster did here, “[j]udges are encouraged to and do submit their resignations, to
be effective in the future, at a time that permits the process to proceed in an orderly manner and
keep the position filled.” Id., see also Pleus v. Crist, 14 So. 3d 941, 946 (Fla. 2009) (“We are
confident that the framers of article V intended that the nominating and appointment process
would be conducted in such a way as to avoid or at least minimize the time that vacancies exist”)
(quoting In re Advisory Opinion to the Governor (Judicial Vacancies), 600 So. 2d at 462).
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In contrast, the approach advocated by Plaintiff in this case would disserve the public
interest. Plaintiff asks this Court to disregard the bright-line rules established by text and
precedent in favor of a subjective analysis based on “constitutional balancing,” his perception of
the “unreasonableness” of a vacancy, and whether the “business of the state” requires an
appointment. Plaintiff’s Mot. at ¶ 19. But the Florida Supreme Court has rejected the application
of subjective, fact-dependent standards in this area of law. See Appointment or Election of
Judges (2008), 983 So. 2d at 530 (rejecting application of “variable factors” because “new facts
could arise during every election year); see also id. (“The determination of constitutional
provisions should not vary based upon fluctuations of the individual ‘election process’ for a
given year.”)
Plaintiff’s subjective, standardless approach would also create confusion for judicial
officers seeking to resign, candidates seeking to run for judicial office, governors tasked with
appointing judicial candidates, judicial nominating commissions responsible for nominating
candidates for appointment, elections officials responsible for overseeing candidate qualification,
and judicial panels tasked with reviewing the actions of all the foregoing actors.
For any or all of these reasons, public interest considerations do not favor injunctive
relief. Plaintiff’s motion for injunctive relief should be denied.
Conclusion
Plaintiff cannot meet the stringent requirements for entitlement to temporary injunctive
relief. Binding precedent conclusively establishes that Plaintiff has no legal right to the relief
requested and the public interest would not be served by the requested injunction. Plaintiff’s
Motion for Emergency Injunctive Relief should be denied.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA
DAVID P. TROTTI, an individual,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No.: 37-2018-CA-1039
Civil Division

RICK SCOTT, Governor of the State of Florida,
in his official capacity;
KEN DETZNER, Secretary of the State of Florida,
in his official capacity.
Defendants.
________________________________________/
DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO VACATE AUTOMATIC STAY
Defendants oppose Plaintiff’s Motion to Vacate the Automatic Stay, as it fails to satisfy
the legal standard for granting this extraordinary relief:
1. On June 6, 2018, this Court entered its Order granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Injunctive
Relief.
2. That same day, Defendants filed their Notice of Appeal of the Order Granting the
Injunction. Under Florida Rule of Appellate Procedure 9.310(b)(2), the timely filing of a notice
of appeal by a public officer “shall automatically operate as a stay pending review.” The stay
“shall remain in effect during the pendency of all review proceedings in Florida courts until a
mandate issues, or unless otherwise modified or vacated.” Fla. R. App. P. 310(e).
3. Also that same day, Plaintiff filed a Motion to Vacate the Automatic Stay. See Fla. R.
App. P. 9.310(b)(2). In his motion, Plaintiff requests this Court vacate the automatic stay,
claiming Plaintiff is likely to succeed on the merits and would be subject to irreparable harm if
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the stay remains in place. Plaintiff further argues the “equities are overwhelmingly tilted against
maintaining the stay…”
4. During the pendency of the instant case, Plaintiff also filed a Verified Petition for Ex
Parte Injunctive Relief in the Fourth Judicial Circuit against the Judicial Nominating
Commission for the Fourth Judicial Circuit and Patrick J. Kilbane, Jr., the chair, seeking an
injunction enjoining the Judicial Nominating Commission from accepting applications,
interviewing candidates and selecting or submitting to the Governor the names of lawyers for
appointment to the judicial vacancy created by the resignation of Judge Foster. See Trotti v.
Kilbane et al., Case No. 16-2018-CA-3060 (Fla. Cir. Ct. May 17, 2018). On May 17, 2018,
Fourth Circuit Judge Waddell Wallace, III, entered an “Order Denying Petition for Injunctive
Relief.” Presented with the same issue of law raised in this case, Judge Wallace noted both that
he could not ignore the binding precedent of the First District’s decision in Trotti I and that
concurring opinions are not considered precedent. Id. As a result, Judge Wallace denied the relief
requested by Plaintiff.
5. Despite Judge Wallace’s order, Plaintiff has served Chair Kilbane and the Fourth Circuit
JNC with a copy of this Court’s Order granting injunctive relief.
6. For the following reasons, this Court should deny Plaintiff’s request.
Standard for Vacating Stay
The Florida Supreme Court has recognized two principal considerations that the lower
court must take into account when determining whether to vacate a stay pending appellate
review: (1) the likelihood of irreparable harm in the absence of a stay; and (2) the likelihood of
success on the merits by the party seeking to maintain the stay. Mitchell v. State, 911 So. 2d
1211, 1219 (Fla. 2005). In assessing these factors, courts have repeatedly cautioned that an
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automatic stay “should be vacated only under the most compelling circumstances.” Dep’t of
Envtl. Prot. v. Pringle, 707 So. 2d 387, 390 (Fla. 1st DCA 1998), underlying injunction
subsequently quashed, 743 So. 2d 1189 (Fla. 1st DCA 1998) (quoting St. Lucie Cty. v. N. Palm
Dev. Corp., 444 So. 2d 1133, 1135 (Fla. 4th DCA 1984)). This is because “the automatic stay
provision in rule 9.310(b)(2) was founded in judicial deference to governmental decisions.”
Order Reinstating Automatic Stay, Fla. Fish & Wildlife Conservation Comm’n v. Daws, Case
No. 1D16-4839 (Fla. 1st DCA Oct. 6, 2017). Such deference stems from “the fact that planninglevel decisions are made in the public interest and should be accorded a commensurate degree of
deference and that any adverse consequences realized from proceeding under an erroneous
judgment harm the public generally.” St. Lucie ,444 So. 2d 1135. Considering this policy
rationale and built-in deference, an automatic stay will be vacated only when “the equities are
overwhelmingly tilted against maintaining the stay.” Tampa Sports Auth. v. Johnston, 914 So. 2d
1076, 1084 (Fla. 2d DCA 2005). Moreover, any party seeking to vacate the automatic stay must
establish an evidentiary basis for the existence of the asserted compelling circumstances. Pringle,
707 So. 2d at 390; see also St. Lucie Cty., 444 So. 2d at 1135.
Under this rigorous standard, Plaintiff cannot meet his burden to demonstrate the stay
should be vacated.
Argument
I.

Defendants are likely to succeed on appeal.

While this factor mirrors the first criterion applied by this Court in granting Plaintiff’s
request for injunctive relief, in the context of the rigorous standard for vacating the automatic
stay afforded to public bodies, Plaintiffs cannot meet the requisite showing. That is because this
Court’s June 6, 2018 Order, besides conflicting with the controlling precedent of Trotti v.
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Detzner, 147 So. 3d 641 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014) (Trotti I), imposed remedies that exceed the
parameters of judicial authority. Specifically, this Court’s Order granting Plaintiff’s request for
injunctive relief: (1) purports to order the Governor to suspend the actions of the Fourth Circuit
Judicial Nominating Commission, a non-party to this case who the Plaintiff unsuccessfully
sought to enjoin in a separate action in Duval County; (2) prohibits the Governor from
“accepting any nominees” from the JNC, rather than simply prohibiting the Governor from
making an appointment to the seat (as Plaintiff sought in his Motion for Injunctive Relief); and
(3) directs the Secretary of State to “not remove Plaintiff from the ballot and as a qualified
candidate” without ordering the opening of a candidate qualifying period for the Group 6 judicial
seat, effectively pronouncing Plaintiff’s entitlement to the position of circuit judge without
election, gubernatorial appointment, or even the payment of the candidate qualifying fee.
As a result, Defendants are likely to prevail on an appeal of this Court’s order granting
injunctive relief. This Court should therefore decline to lift the automatic stay. See, e.g., Order
Reinstating Automatic Stay, Fla. Dep’t of Health v. Redner, Case No. 1D18-1505 (Fla. 1st DCA
May 1, 2018) (reinstating automatic stay because plaintiff had not “sufficiently demonstrated a
likelihood of success on the merits as required to justify” the lifting of the Department’s
automatic stay).
As argued1 in response to Plaintiff’s Motion for Temporary Injunctive relief, Defendants
are also likely to prevail on the appeal because this Court is bound by the First District Court of
Appeal’s decision in Trotti I, which directly forecloses Plaintiff’s claims in this case as a matter
of law. Contrary to this Court’s Order, the concurring opinions of Justice Pariente and Justice

1

In the interest of judicial economy, Defendants will not restate their entire argument in this
pleading but instead incorporate by reference the arguments made in their May 15, 2018
Response in Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Injunctive Relief.
4
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Lewis to the Florida Supreme Court’s unpublished opinion in Pincket v. Detzner, 2016 WL
3127704 (June 3, 2016) do not control this case. Nor can this Court ignore binding precedent in
favor of non-binding concurring opinions. See Order Denying Petition for Injunctive Relief,
Trotti v. Kilbane et al., Case No. 16-2018-CA-3060 (Fla. Cir. Ct. May 17, 2018) (citing Miller v.
State, 980 So. 2d 1092, 1094 (Fla. 2d DCA 2008) (“We instruct the trial court that concurring
opinions are not considered precedent . . . . And, because the district courts of appeal in Florida
are intended to be courts of final appellate jurisdiction, the opinion of a district court is binding
on all trial courts in the State.” (citations omitted)).
Moreover, Plaintiff previously submitted his argument that Trotti I conflicts with Spector
to the Supreme Court. Trotti I Petition on Jurisdiction at p. 5 (“This ruling is in direct conflict
with Spector v. Glisson, 305 So. 2d 780 (Fla. 1974)”) and Pet. at 4 (“The [Supreme Court]
should exercise its discretionary jurisdiction because the opinion rendered by the First DCA on
September 17, 2014 expressly and directly conflicts with…Spector v. Glisson, 305 So. 2d 777
(1974)”). Despite being presented with the opportunity to overrule Trotti I, the Supreme Court
declined to accept jurisdiction. Trotti v. Detzner, 157 So. 3d 1051 (Fla. 2014).
Especially considering this precise issue was already presented to Florida’s First District
Court of Appeal by the same Plaintiff only four years ago, it is likely the First District will
decide this case consistently. As such, consideration of this factor counsels against vacating the
automatic stay.
a. Trotti should not obtain a position in the judiciary by orchestrated default.
Next, Defendants are likely to prevail on an appeal of this Court’s Order granting
Plaintiff’s request for injunctive relief because the effect of the Court’s Order is to require the
Department to qualify Plaintiff for and potentially propel him into elected office by default.
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There is no authority for this Court to waive Florida’s election laws on Plaintiff’s behalf, and
therefore the Order cannot stand. See, e.g., Bittel v. Scott, et. al., Case No, 17-CA-002301 (Fla.
Cir. Ct. Dec. 15, 2017) (noting the court lacked jurisdiction to mandate earlier special elections
as there is no provision for waiver of statutory election requirements).
This Court’s June 6, 2018, Order states the Secretary of State “shall not remove Plaintiff
David P. Trotti from the ballot” and also states the Secretary of State shall not remove Plaintiff
from its public webpage announcing the Plaintiff has qualified as a candidate for Group 6. The
Court’s remedy fails to take into account the entirety of election law requirements. For example,
Florida law requires candidates for judicial office to either qualify via the “petition method” or
pay a qualifying fee, which is then required to be forwarded for deposit in the Election
Commission Trust Fund. See §§ 105.031(3), 105.035 Fla. Stat. Plaintiff has not provided this fee
because the Division returned Plaintiff’s check upon recognition of its error of accepting the
check in the first instance. See Transcript of 5.16.18 Hearing, p. 10 line 4-6. In addition, the
Division was required to submit the names of all duly qualified judicial candidates to the
Supervisor of Elections by May 11, 2018. See § 105.031(3), Fla. Stat. Finally, it is the local
Supervisors of Elections that prepare ballots—not the Secretary of State—and the Supervisors of
Elections for the counties comprising the Fourth Judicial Circuit are not parties to this action.
Even if the Order is read to require the Department of State to take every action necessary
to properly qualify Plaintiff as a candidate for judicial office, it is still legally insufficient. There
is no precedent that would allow this Court to grant Plaintiff a judicial position through his posthoc orchestration of an unopposed election by litigation, even if Plaintiff were to prevail on the
merits of his claim. To the contrary, when a similar issue was considered by the Supreme Court
in 2016, the remedy ordered by the Court was to “reinstate the election” for the judicial office
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and to “accept candidates seeking to qualify for [the] judicial office” during a new and separate
week-long qualifying period. See Lerman v. Scott, SC16-783, 2016 WL 3127708, at *1 (Fla.
June 3, 2016). The remedy in Lerman was consistent with the Supreme Court’s prior precedent
that, when a position is to be filled by election, “the people should have the available opportunity
to select their public officer from a multiple choice of candidates.” Treiman, 342 So. 2d at 975
(quoting Hurt v. Naples, 299 So. 2d 17, 21 (Fla. 1974) ([w]idening the field of candidates is the
rule, not the exception)).
In light of the binding decision issued in Trotti I, it is no surprise that other potential
candidates for the Fourth Judicial Circuit, Group 6, did not attempt to qualify for a judicial seat
that the Division of Elections had acknowledged would be filled by appointment and that the
Fourth Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission had already begun the process of filling by
gubernatorial appointment. And those who may have otherwise attempted to qualify should not
be punished for relying on the law. Artz ex rel. Artz v. City of Tampa, 102 So. 3d 747, 751 (Fla.
2d DCA 2012) (the law does not require a party to take action that would be futile).
b. This Court’s Order interferes with the legal obligations of a non-party.
“It is axiomatic that a trial court may not issue an injunction that interferes with the rights
of those who are not parties to the action.” Trans Health Mgmt. Inc. v. Nunziata, 159 So. 3d 850,
857 (Fla. 2d DCA 2014); see also In re Guardianship of Shell, 978 So. 2d 885, 891 (Fla. 2d
DCA 2008) (“As a general rule, a trial court may not enter an injunction against an entity that is
not a party to the action at issue.”) (citing Leighton v. First Universal Lending, LLC, 925 So.2d
462, 464 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006) and Fontainebleau Hotel Corp. v. City of Miami Beach, 172 So.2d
255, 256 (Fla. 3d DCA 1965)); see also S. Dade Farms, Inc. v. Peters, 88 So. 2d 891 (Fla. 1956)
(Where six tenants were not parties to injunction proceeding by other tenant against landlord,
court had no power to adjudicate validity of the leases to the six, nor the rights of the six tenants
7
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under them). This is true even when one of the parties to the action has partial “control” over the
nonparties sought to be enjoined. Id. at 858.
Here, this Court has ordered the Governor to “suspend all of the Fourth Judicial Circuit’s
Judicial Nominating Commission’s activities Chaired by Patrick J. Kilbane, Jr. and duties as
requested in his letter to the Commission on April 23, 2018.” But the Judicial Nominating
Commission has a constitutional obligation to make nominations under Article V, section 11, of
the Florida Constitution. This Court’s Order therefore interferes improperly with the legal
obligations of a non-party to this proceeding.
Although the Judicial Nominating Commission is a non-party to this case, it was named
by the Plaintiff as a defendant in a separate case filed last month in the Fourth Judicial Circuit. In
that case, Fourth Circuit Judge Waddell Wallace rejected Plaintiff’s request to enjoin the Judicial
Nominating Commission from proceeding with the nominating process. This Court is without
jurisdiction to modify the Fourth Circuit’s order, and should not order relief inconsistent with
that ordered by a sister court. See Lazar v. Lindsey, 510 So. 2d 981, 982 (Fla. 4th DCA 1987)
(noting the Circuit Court of the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit should not have exercised jurisdiction
and entered an order modifying an earlier order entered by the Circuit Court of the Eleventh
Judicial Circuit).
II.

Appellee has failed to establish irreparable harm or an evidentiary basis
to vacate the automatic stay.

This Court should also decline Plaintiff’s request to vacate the automatic stay because he
has not established an evidentiary basis for the existing of “compelling circumstances” or the
likelihood of irreparable harm justifying his request. And it is Plaintiff’s burden to present the
requisite evidence. Pringle, 707 So. 2d at 390.
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Specifically, Plaintiff has provided no evidence of harm—compelling, irreparable, or
otherwise—that would be caused by Judicial Nominating Commission’s consideration of
applicants and nomination of qualified candidates to the Governor. Similarly, Plaintiff has
provided no evidence of legal harm that would be caused if the Secretary of State does not
include his name on a website. Courts have used the term “compelling circumstances” in a
variety of contexts, to mean a substantial or extreme hardship. See Phillips v. General American
Life Insurance Co., 652 So. 2d 1144, 1145 (Ala. 1994) (compelling circumstances means
extreme hardship or injustice); American National Bank and Trust Co. v. International Seafoods
Inc., 735 So. 2d 747, 754 (Ala. 1987) (compelling circumstances means more than mere
hardship); Herbert v. Smith, 230 A.2d 235 (Conn. 1967) (compelling circumstances means
substantial, irreparable injury, actual serious hardship); Fantle v. Fantle, 782 A.2d 377 (Md.
App. 2001) (compelling circumstances means extreme hardship); Kiamesha Concord Inc. v.
Greenman, 29 A.D.2d 904, 287 N.Y.S.2d 972 (N.Y. App. 1968) (compelling circumstances
means great hardship); Kiagues v. Maintenance Engineering Inc., 643 N.W.2d 45 (N.D. 2002)
(compelling circumstances means extraordinary circumstances, unusual hardship); Appeal of
Riccardi, 142 A.2d 289, 291 (Penn. 1958) (compelling circumstances means substantial
hardship); Summa Corp. v. Lancer Industries, 559 P.2d 544, 546 (Utah 1977) (compelling
circumstances means great hardship). Although Plaintiff claims he will be individually harmed if
the automatic stay is maintained, the evidence before this Court does not support his claim.
III.

The balance of all relevant factors weighs in favor of maintaining the
automatic stay to maintain the status quo pending the appellate process.

As stated above, the Florida Supreme Court’s precedent requires automatic stays “should
be vacated only under the most compelling circumstances.” This case, when considering the
balance of equities, does not rise to those circumstances. The purpose of the automatic stay is to
9
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preserve the legal status quo as it exists now. See, e.g., Perez v. Perez, 769 So. 2d 389, 391, fn 4
(Fla. 3d DCA 1999). The status quo, in light of Trotti I, was that the seat vacated by Judge Foster
would be filled by judicial appointment. While Plaintiff clearly hopes to change the law through
this proceeding, his personal preferences are not superior to the public equities in favor of
maintaining the stay. And the public equities are compelling. Maintaining the stay will prevent
the confusion associated with the Department of State’s obligations as to fulfilling election
requirements not addressed by this Court’s Order. Maintaining the status quo is also consistent
with Florida’s jurisprudential doctrine that intermediate appellate court decisions should be
adhered to in the absence of Florida Supreme Court precedent to the contrary. Maintaining the
status quo further ensures that if the seat is ultimately required to be filled by election, Plaintiff
will not obtain it by default, but instead, the voters of the Fourth Judicial Circuit will have their
voices heard.
The effect of this Court’s injunction is to prevent Defendants and the Fourth Circuit
Judicial Nominating Commission from carrying out their constitutional obligations as
commanded by the plain language of the Florida Constitution and confirmed by the First District
in Trotti I. The effect of maintaining the stay will be to permit fulfillment of those obligations,
until and unless Trotti I is overturned.
Finally, should this Court grant Plaintiff’s Motion to Vacate the Automatic Stay,
Defendants respectfully request that the Court’s order include a seven-day delay in its effective
date to permit appellate review.
CONCLUSION
Plaintiff’s Motion to Vacate the Automatic Stay should be denied.
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1

Thereupon,

2

The following proceedings were had:

3

* * * * * * * * * *

4
5
6

THE COURT:
please.

Mr. Slama, this is your motion, so you may
proceed, please.

8

seated.

10
11
12

MR. SLAMA:

Thank you, Your Honor.

Would you

like the witness in the witness box?
THE COURT:

We probably should, yes, sir.

14

THE COURT:

Yes, Your Honor.
All right.

Come up, please.

Would you raise your right hand?
Do you swear the testimony you're about to

17

give in this case will be the truth, the whole

18

truth, and nothing but the truth?

19

MR. TROTTI:

20

THE COURT:

Be seated, please.

21

MR. SLAMA:

May it please the Court.

22

Are

you going to testify, Mr. Trotti?
MR. TROTTI:

16

You all are welcome to stay

I'll leave that up to you all.

13

15

Be seated

Thanks.

7

9

Yes, good morning.

Yes, I do.

Robert

Slama on behalf of Mr. Trotti.

23
24
25
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

1
2
3

BY MR. SLAMA:
Q

Mr. Trotti, I want to ask you a few questions

4

about prior to submitting your qualification papers what

5

knowledge you had of the vacancy.

Okay?

Tell the Court what steps you took to

6
7

determine whether or not the seat, the judicial vacancy

8

that was the one you applied for, what steps you took to

9

determine whether or not that vacancy was open for

10
11

election.
A

After the 2016 election cycle had ended I

12

started to look at the 2018 election cycle, seeing which

13

judges' seats were going to be ending.

14

going to be ending January of 2019.

15

The term was

So I started talking to my colleagues and

16

judges around the city, asked them what knowledge they

17

had, what the intentions were of the different judges,

18

whether they were going to let the seat go to election

19

or what the preferences were.

20

I talked to several judges.

Lots of them were

21

in the Family Law Inns of Court which we attend on a

22

monthly basis, like Judge Wilensky, Judge Day.

23

to Judge Tanner, who is county court, and asked him what

24

their intensions are for the seats that I knew were

25

coming up for election.

I talked

ACCURATE STENOTYPE REPORTERS, INC.
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Now, Judge Day's seat didn't come up until

1
2

2020, but I clerked with Judge Day back in law school,

3

so he and I have developed a relationship, and I was

4

asking him what he suggested.

5

seat you feel is right and don't pass an election cycle

6

up.

7

He said, go for whatever

So as the 2018 election cycle came to

8

fruition, I think early in 2017, some people started

9

putting their names in the hat to run, like Katie

10

Deering, and then Mr. McBurney put his name in the hat.

11

So I started looking at these seats and which seats were

12

going to be contested elections, which incumbent judges

13

were going to be putting the name in to qualify for the

14

election in 2018.

15

And the one seat that wasn't open or it

16

wasn't -- didn't have a name filled in the slot was

17

Judge Robert Foster who sits in Nassau County.

18

looking at that seat, because as the qualifying period

19

got closer and closer, I would say early April to middle

20

April, no one had put the name in to the seat which was

21

group six.

22

So I was

And so I started looking at that.

There was at that time five races that were

23

not filled by incumbent judges.

There is three circuit

24

and two county court.

25

were contested elections and three circuit were

At that point two of them had --
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1

uncontested at that time.
And then McBurney, Mr. McBurney, got a

2
3

challenger, so that was going to be a third contested

4

race.
So I called the Division of Elections because

5
6

I didn't know what was happening with Judge Foster's

7

seat in Nassau County.

8

Division of Elections and I said, is there any vacancies

9

in the Fourth Judicial Circuit or any resignations that

And I asked them -- I called the

10

you know of?

They said no.

I called I believe twice

11

prior to the qualifying period commencing.

12

Q

When was that, approximately?

What month?

13

A

That was late April.

14

Q

Late April.

15

A

I would say a week to ten days prior to the

16

qualifying period commencing is when I started calling.

17

After 12:00 I remember I went to lunch after 12:00 p.m.

18

on the qualifying day.

19

April 30th.

20

this is the legal -- the part of the Governor's office

21

that handles the judicial vacancies.

22

The qualifying period started on

I contacted the Governor's office -- and

And I called -- and I believe the lady's name

23

was Savannah.

It was approximately 1:30 in the

24

afternoon.

25

vacancies in the Fourth Judicial Circuit, and she said

Again, I asked her does she know any
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1

no.
MR. NORDBY:

2

Judge, just object on the basis

3

of hearsay as to what someone in the legal office

4

told him.

5

MR. SLAMA:

6

purpose which is --

7

THE COURT:

8
9
10
11

A

It's offered for an independent

I'll allow it at this point.

And so at that point I do not know Judge

Foster's intentions as far as whether there was a
resignation filed or not.
Furthermore, because of my experience back in

12

2014 I knew -- and in -- it probably started back in

13

2012, because I applied for appointment through the JNC

14

on a couple of occasions, so I knew where to look on the

15

Governor's website to see whether there was a notice to

16

convene in the JNC, letter of resignations, and so on.

17

And so fast forward to 2018.

18

qualifying period commencing I would look at this

19

website to see if there was a letter of resignation

20

posted on the Governor's website, and there were none.

21

Prior to the

After the qualifying period started April

22

30th, 2018, again, there was no public notice of the

23

resignation of Judge Foster.

24

day, I believe it was May 1st late in the evening that I

25

believe on Facebook Patrick Kilbane, who was the chair

It wasn't until the next
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1

of the JNC posted on his Facebook, at that time we were

2

friends on Facebook, and he had posted an article from

3

the Daily Record that said that the JNC was convened to

4

fill the vacancy left by Judge Foster.
Nowhere in that article did it say when his

5
6

resignation was submitted; nowhere in that article did

7

it say when the JNC was convened.

8

I then, again, went to the Governor's website

9

and there was still no posting of the Governor's -- or,

10

sorry, Judge Foster's letter of resignation or letter to

11

convene the JNC.

So this is roughly May 1st.

12

Given my experience in 2012 trying to get an

13

appointment, and 2014 with the lawsuit, it could be in

14

the case history the resignation could have happened

15

during the qualifying period or it could have happened

16

prior to.

17

for election because there was no public notice, and no

18

one put the name.

19

that already put their name in, I didn't know at this

20

time.

21
22

Q

But at this point in my mind the seat was up

And there could have been someone

So you later went down and you actually

submitted your qualifying papers; is that correct?

23

A

That's correct.

24

Q

Now, before we get into that, why, then, at

25

this point in time, why did you elect, given the options
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1

that were available to you, including filing for other

2

seats, why did you elect to go forward with this seat?

3

A

Well, I think it's a choice I have.

I think

4

under the Constitution it speaks to eligibility to

5

run -- to run as a candidate for a circuit judge.
Five years practicing in the jurisdiction --

6
7

not five years practicing in the jurisdiction, but

8

living in the jurisdiction you want to be a judge for

9

the time of your eligibility, and being a good member in

10

good standing with the Florida Bar.

11

criteria.

I met all those

It did not limit me to just seats that had

12
13

contested races; it didn't limit me to just seats that

14

incumbent judges had already filed the paperwork.

15

it says is it directs you to whatever seats where the

16

term ends that January.

What

So this was the end of a six-year term, Judge

17
18

Foster's seat was up, it was at the end, and it was up

19

for election.

20

time there was no public record of it being filled by

21

appointment.

22

Q

So I filed for that seat, because at that

And I believe it was open for election.

Isn't that also based on your experience

23

previously, including from your knowledge of the

24

election laws from the first Trotti I case that this

25

seat should be open for an election?
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1

A

Absolutely.

And not only from that experience

2

and, you know, we read in the defense's response, they

3

try to say we're foreclosing other people from the

4

ability to run in this seat as well.
I haven't foreclosed anybody.

5
6

Mr. Anderson interpled into the case.

7

interpleaders in this case.

8

of anybody that has filed.

9

with that knowledge.

10

Like in 2014,

There could be

I don't have any knowledge
I want to be one in privy

It would be the State of Florida

that would have that knowledge.
Do I have a unique take on the election versus

11
12

appointment law given my litigation in 2014?

13

I do.

14

shortchange anybody from running in this seat.

15

Of course

But that wasn't used through malfeasance or to

Q

Mr. Trotti, your filing creates an election;

16

is that correct?

Even if there is only one person, like

17

with Collins Cooper, okay?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

That's what I'm asking.

In other words, let's

20

take this past election.

21

seat, even if no one else qualifies, that seat is filled

22

and it is considered filled by an election; is that

23

correct?

24
25

A

Yes.

Once someone qualifies, that

If I -- correct, there is 15 judicial

seats up for election in 2018 in the Fourth Judicial
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1

Circuit.

2

because only three of them have a contested case --

3

contested elections.

4

statute, is still an elected office, they have still won

5

their seat by election because it's deemed as presumed

6

they will vote for themselves.

7

Q

Only three of them will appear on the ballot,

Every other one, pursuant to the

And that's statutory.

Now, during the qualifying period did you

8

provide all of the required documents; and, if so, what

9

you did provide?

10

A

I provided all the required documents.

The

11

candidate's oath; the statement of candidacy; the

12

campaign treasurer affidavits or selecting a campaign

13

treasurer; financial disclosure form six; and I also

14

tendered my check.

15

Q

And you tendered a check for how much?

16

A

It's one percent of the annual salary I

17

believe is what the statutory calls for.

18

5,600.

19

Q

20

I think it's

I believe you have the check right here.
Uh-huh.

Now, did you submit that all at the

same time to the division of elections?

21

A

Yes, I did.

22

Q

At the time you provided it, did anybody

23

reject it?

24

A

No.

25

Q

Did anybody tell you at that time as you
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1

tendered your package that this seat was closed?

2

A

No.

3

Q

How long after you tendered did you learn from

4

anyone that the seat, according to the state, was

5

closed?

6

A

A couple hours.

7

Q

Did you ask anyone or learn what happened in

8

that couple of hours that led the Division of Elections

9

to have a different opinion than they did at the time

10
11

you showed up and you provided your papers?
A

Yes.

I believe it was Christy Willis.

I have

12

her name right this time.

13

came off as being a qualified candidate because the

14

Governor received an email -- or they received an email

15

from the Governor saying that the judge's seat filled by

16

Judge Foster is going to be appointed and not elected,

17

so she just took me off as a qualified candidate.

18

Q

She called me and said that I

Did she explain whether the Governor's office

19

contacted her or whether she contacted them to -- how

20

did that go with all of the sudden the Governor's office

21

got involved, do you know?

22
23

A

She said they received an email.
MR. FUGETT:

Objection, Your Honor.

I'm going

24

to make the hearsay objection that was made

25

earlier.

He is speaking for employees of the
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1

Florida Department of State.

That's improper.

2

They haven't subpoenaed any other witnesses.

3

we object to that type of testimony regarding any

4

employee from the Florida Department of State.

And

5

THE COURT:

Overruled.

6

MR. SLAMA:

Your Honor, may I approach the

7

witness?
THE COURT:

8
9

BY MR. SLAMA:

10

Q

11

Exhibit 1.

Mr. Trotti, I'm going to hand you our exhibit,

Please tell the Court what that is.

12
13

Yes, sir.

A

Your Honor, this is a correspondence received

14

from the Department of State dated May 9th, 2018.

15

it basically tells me that I did not qualify as a

16

candidate for the office and Christy Willis is returning

17

my qualifying check number 99 in the amount of

18

$5,843.20.

19

Q

20

Mr. Trotti?

21

A

Is that the check that you wrote that day,

This is the check.

Well, I did not write it,

22

my campaign treasurer wrote it.

23

MR. SLAMA:

24
25

And

Your Honor, we would tender that

as plaintiff's first exhibit.
THE COURT:

Any objection?
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1

MR. NORDBY:

2

THE COURT:

3

(Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 was admitted into

4

No, Your Honor.
Plaintiff's 1 is admitted.

evidence.)
MR. TROTTI:

5

And Your Honor, if I may, we have

6

a copy of that you might want to mark into

7

evidence.

8

MR. SLAMA:

I'm sorry.

9

THE COURT:

Rather than having your regular

10

check in there.

11

MR. TROTTI:

12

THE COURT:

13
14
15

Sorry.
I'm going to admit the copy of

Plaintiff's 1.
BY MR. SLAMA:
Q

Mr. Trotti, did you receive any paperwork from

16

the State of Florida that said that your paperwork

17

submitted was deficient in any respect?

18

A

No, I did not.

19

Q

To this date have you received any paperwork

20

from the State of Florida that says that what you

21

submitted was insufficient?

22

A

No, I did not.

23

Q

Other than that piece of paper that was just

24
25

admitted along with your check; is that correct?
A

That's correct.
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1

Q

Now --

2

A

If I could add, 2014 I did receive my

3

paperwork back and an explanation from the State of

4

Florida as to why I did not qualify, and they wanted me

5

to redesignate my seat of choice and which seat I would

6

run for.

7

that the seat was going to appointment versus election.

8

So in 2014 they gave me an explanation of why

9

And that was when they sent over an opinion

I would not be qualified for that seat and asked me to

10

redesignate.

11

received.

12

Q

This time that's all the explanation I

Now, after the Court granted the previous

13

injunction, as you know the defendants appealed, why did

14

you file this motion to vacate and set aside the

15

automatic stay pursuant Rule 9.310?

16

A

Well, this Court did an oral proclamation of

17

an injunction on May 16th at the conclusion of the

18

hearing stating that he wanted everything to stop

19

regarding the appointment process.

20

That was May 16th.

Prior to May 16th we knew that the JNC was

21

accepting application -- or the deadline was May 23rd.

22

They didn't stop.

23

We also knew that this morning, June 11th, they were

24

going to start holding interviews.

25

from an article that -- again, the Daily Record, that at

They received all the applications.

And we also know
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1

the conclusion of today's interviews they're going to

2

deliberate, and at the conclusion of the deliberations

3

they're going to have the names of the nominees.
Prior to the injunction, the notice of appeal

4
5

set forth the automatic stay from the government bodies,

6

the government did nothing to stop the progress of the

7

JNC or the Governor's appointment powers.

8

Governor is the one who appoints and convenes the JNC.

9

It's a statutory body but they act at the request of the

And the

10

Governor.

They're appointed by the Governor, they're

11

convened by the Governor, and the product is then

12

appointed by the Governor, and nothing stopped.
So we had to file the motion to vacate because

13
14

we're sitting here at approximately 8:45, 8:50, they

15

might have had the first interview already completed by

16

this time.

17

been a part of those interviews.

18

quick.

They have 18 interviews today.

I haven't

They're running pretty

Deliberations are pretty quick.
And I believe by 4:30, 5:00 that evening I

19
20

received my call, they already had the slated nominees

21

to go to the Governor.

22
23

Q

Mr. Trotti, did you also do an affidavit in

support of the motion to vacate?

24

A

I did.

25

Q

And is that affidavit that you provided true
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1

and correct, to the best of your knowledge?

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

Yes.

There is a couple heading errors where

4

I -- where we didn't change the label of it, it still

5

says affidavit to the original injunction.

6

correct the heading to say affidavit in support of

7

motion to vacate the automatic stay.

8

it's true and correct.

9
10

MR. SLAMA:

Other than that,

Your Honor, I move this into

evidence as plaintiff's next exhibit.

11

THE COURT:

12

I'll mark that as Plaintiff's 2.

13

MR. NORDBY:

14
15

I did not

Any objection?

Your Honor, we were provided at

copy of this at about 11:30 last night.
Looking at it, we do have some objections to

16

some specific aspects of it.

17

allegations in here in this affidavit where

18

Mr. Trotti is purporting to testify as to what the

19

law is.

20

object on the basis of hearsay as to conversations

21

he allegedly had with Judge Foster and with

22

Ms. Willis.

23
24
25

There are several

We would object on that basis.

THE COURT:

We'd also

Well, I'll admit Plaintiff's 2

subject to the defense's objections on that.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 2 was admitted into
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1
2
3

evidence.)
BY MR. SLAMA:
Q

Now, Mr. Trotti, your belief is, at least

4

going forward as you have pled is, that this particular

5

seat, as you've laid out, based on your conversations

6

with Judge Foster and the actions that occurred

7

thereafter, that this was the attempt to utilize the

8

election process in a way that would permit an

9

artificial appointment; is that correct?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

And your -- and you've previously testified in

12

this case, in fact during the injunction hearing, as you

13

were asked by the defense regarding the conversation

14

that you had with Judge Foster; is that correct?

15

A

Yes.

But I want to correct, I don't -- I

16

don't think the conversation was an attempt to use the

17

election process to create an artificial appointment.

18

think the conversation was he was going to circumvent

19

the election process --

20

Q

I

I'm sorry, I meant the appointment process.
But you were asked before about that during

21
22

the injunction hearing.

23

which is in the record?

24

A

Yes, I do.

25

Q

Okay.

Do you stand by your testimony

Based upon your discussions and based
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1

upon the case law as you have read it, reviewed it and

2

understand it, what do you believe today to still be --

3

or additionally to be the irreparable harm that you will

4

receive if the Court does not vacate the automatic stay?

5

A

I'll answer that -- there is one correction to

6

the record.

7

conversation; my son was present for the conversation in

8

May of 2016, Judge Foster.

9

transcription from the last hearing.

Judge Foster's son was not present at the

That was typed in the

But as to irreparable harm, my understanding

10
11

given my experience in 2014 is the 1974 Supreme Court

12

case outlined a process where if you have a resignation

13

for a future effective date, how should that vacancy be

14

filled.

15

which the defense relies on, that a vacancy -- when a

16

resignation was tendered creates a vacancy according to

17

our Constitution.

That Supreme Court case stood for the fact,

I don't disagree with that.

18

Respectfully, I

19

want to say, however, when it's unequivocally for a

20

future effective date -MR. NORDBY:

21
22

testifying about what the law is.
THE COURT:

23
24
25

Judge, object to Mr. Trotti

Sustained.

BY MR. SLAMA:
Q

Again, let me I guess redirect you.

We're
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1

talking about irreparable harm.

2

harm, irreparable, that you will receive if the motion

3

to vacate is not granted?

4

A

Tell the Court the

Well, if the motion to vacate isn't granted

5

they're going to finish their interviews today, they're

6

going to deliberate, and they're going to submit

7

nominees up to the Governor.
As the defense has asked for seven days,

8
9

holding off and entering your order for seven days, that

10

appointment is going to be made by the Governor within

11

those seven days.
Just like in 2016, this Court's file note that

12
13

the injunction was then rendered moot once it came in

14

front of this Court because the appointment had been

15

made, therefore, foreclosing me from remedy.
But it's not only the irreparable harm to

16
17

myself for not being able to have the remedy of being

18

able to run for election, even though it's an election

19

of one, it's also the disenfranchisement of over 800,000

20

voters in the Fourth Judicial Circuit.

21

that stand.

22

Q

We can't let

Is there any other remedy that you can avail

23

yourself of, short of vacating the automatic stay, that

24

will enable you to preclude the harm or the evil that

25

you just testified to?
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1

A

There is none.

There is nothing that can be

2

ordered that once an appointment is made I don't find

3

any precedent where the appointment can be taken away

4

and then an election put forth in a judicial seat or

5

judicial context.

6

Q

Now, you're aware that there is -- the law

7

requires compelling circumstances as part of the

8

analysis.
Please tell the Court what you believe the

9
10

compelling circumstances are that balance in the

11

equities tilt in favor of Mr. Trotti?

12

A

Well, I have -- I have definite irreparable

13

harm that will never be able to be overcome if this

14

appointment process takes place.

15

Number one, if the stay stays in place and the

16

appointment happens we have, then, allowed an

17

appointment to take place when a judge who was

18

ineligible to run circumvented the election process and

19

the seat will never go to those people again.

20

Again, the voters are going to be

21

disenfranchised.

It's a judicial seat, the appointment

22

process will foreclose the election process, and we're

23

going to allow a manipulation of the election process --

24

of the appointment process to create an artificial

25

appointment when one is not needed.

The whole election
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1

machinery is still available.
If this Court lifts the stay and in 30 or 60

2
3

days, or even 15 or 20 days, the appeals court picks the

4

case up and puts the stay back in place, the state and

5

public interest is not harmed.

6

option to appoint.

They will still have the

If it goes past June 22nd, which is the

7
8

convenes deadline to submit names to the Governor, the

9

Governor can reconvene the JNC.

And as of June 22nd

10

there is still time, there is still six and a half

11

months until the seat will be vacated by Judge Foster.
I have a constitutional interest in running

12
13

for this seat.

14

constitutional qualifications, and this seat is

15

protected under the Constitution, Article V, that it

16

should be elected by the people.

17
18

Q

I meet the statutory -- the

Mr. Trotti, you had an opportunity to review

the response by the defendants; is that correct, sir?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

I just want to ask you to address yourself

21

page ten essentially of the motion -- of the response

22

that they assert how the public equities are compelling

23

on their side.

24
25

First, how do you respond to that the stay
will prevent confusion associated with the State
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1

Departments' obligations as to fulfilling election

2

requirements in the State of Florida?

3

A

I'm not confused.

I think any confusion that

4

has been caused by this litigation has been caused by

5

the defendants by disregarding this Court's oral

6

pronouncement on May 16th by continuing to allow the JNC

7

to accept applications and schedule the interviews for

8

today.
Again, I was part of the JNC appointment

9
10

process in 2012.

11

they're not stopping their law firms in hopes of getting

12

an appointment.

13

apply.

14

it was a one in 36 chance of getting an appointment, or

15

even coming out of committee one of six.

16

Many of us put applications in.

And

It's a one in however many people

At one point there was 36 people that applied,

So none of the public interest as far as

17

individual nominees are going to be hurt.

18

interest is not going to be hurt because the seat is

19

still filled by an active judge until December 31st.

20

is active, the docket is not being hurt, judicial

21

economy is not being hurt.

22

The public's

He

If it's going to be vacated for four days at

23

the end of the term, I think between a senior judge,

24

maybe the judge up in Nassau County, or just a vacation

25

period, those four days are minimal and de minimis when
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1

it comes to the effect on the public.
THE COURT:

2

Mr. Slama, be mindful this was

3

only set for an hour, and we're 30 minutes into the

4

hearing now.
MR. SLAMA:

5

I'll just

BY MR. SLAMA:
Q

8
9

I'm sorry.

finish one other question.

6
7

Yes, sir.

As it relates to the JNC being able to carry

out their obligations that Trotti I, or at least the

10

effect is that the status quo ought to be maintained and

11

the process to continue proceeding unless and until

12

Trotti I is overturned.

13

A

What is your question?

14

Q

My question is, in terms of the balancing of

15

the equities as it relates to that particular concern as

16

to what they assert is harm, what do you believe -- how

17

do you believe the harm is actually?
A

18

I don't think Trotti I affects this case at

19

all.

20

manipulation, unlike Trotti I where we dealt with Judge

21

Moran turned 78 months into the next term.

22

qualified.

23

I think this is a case that deals with

Here Judge Foster is ineligible.

He could of

I don't

24

think that Trotti I controls.

Again, that was a

25

mandamus action versus a declaratory relief action.
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1
2

MR. SLAMA:

Your Honor, I have no further

questions at this time.

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. NORDBY:

Cross.
Your Honor, we have no cross for

5

the witness.

We would like an opportunity to

6

present legal argument at the appropriate time.

7

THE COURT:

8

Mr. Trotti, you may return to your seat.

9

MR. TROTTI:

10

THE COURT:

11
12
13

All right, sir.

Thank you, Your Honor.
Okay.

Give me your respective

legal arguments now on the motion to stay.
MR. SLAMA:

I'm sorry, did you want me to go

first, Your Honor?

14

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

It's your motion.

15

MR. SLAMA:

I have one other document.

I

16

apologize.

17

request for judicial notice which includes the

18

docket and such from Duval County.

19

It was an amended notice of filing and

MR. NORDBY:

Your Honor, we were just provided

20

with this.

21

Mr. Slama could explain what it is and whether it's

22

been filed with the Court.

23

I have no idea what it is.

MR. SLAMA:

If

It hasn't been filed with the

24

Court.

That is from the -- an injunction that was

25

filed in Duval County which the defendants
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1

reference in their response.

2

it's a composite exhibit.

3

as well as some additional pleadings that were

4

filed in that case.

5

It's contained --

It contains the docket

We are just asking the Court to take judicial

6

notice of those items.

7

MR. NORDBY:

Your Honor, the defense does not

8

object to you taking judicial notice of the records

9

of another court.

We would object to its admission

10

in this proceeding, however, based on the fact that

11

we were not provided any notice or any opportunity

12

to respond to it in any meaningful way.

13

These are documents that on the face of this

14

notice were filed more than two weeks ago, and I

15

don't know of any reason why this couldn't have

16

been filed sometime before being presented to us

17

during the middle of a hearing.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

THE COURT:

I have not seen it.

This is

the -- when was it filed?
MR. SLAMA:

Your Honor, I have to look at the

date.
THE COURT:

Is this the May 24th filing for

request for judicial notice?
MR. NORDBY:

Your Honor, the defense filed a

request for judicial notice back in late May.

This
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1

document appearance to be a plaintiff's request for

2

judicial notice from this Court that has not yet

3

been filed.

4

As Your Honor is aware, the judicial notice

5

statutes require an adequate opportunity for the

6

opposing counsel to meet the documents and respond

7

to it, and we have not been provided that in this

8

case.

9
10
11

THE COURT:

Tell me again what it is,

Mr. Slama.
MR. SLAMA:

This is -- and if I may, if I

12

can -- in fact, I believe -- I may be incorrect,

13

Your Honor, but I believe I'm correct that this was

14

in fact filed back two weeks ago.

15

styled as the amended notice of filing and request

16

for judicial notice.

17

Because it's

So your date May 24th, this is when we filed

18

it was May 24th.

19

Duval County, which includes the motion for

20

rehearing as well as plaintiff's notice of

21

withdrawal of the petition.

22

additionally I was attaching today was the docket

23

from that case.

24

THE COURT:

25

This is in a parallel case in

The only thing

I don't think you need to file an

additional copy of it today.

It looks like it's in
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1

the Court file --

2

MR. SLAMA:

Yes, sir.

3

THE COURT:

-- except for the docket.

4

MR. SLAMA:

Except for the docket, sir.

5

THE COURT:

I'll allow for the docket to be

6

filed.

7

3?

You want that to be marked as plaintiff's

8

MR. SLAMA:

May I approach, Your Honor?

9

THE COURT:

Sure, yes.

We are going to mark the docket as plaintiff's

10
11
12
13

3.

You may proceed.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 3 was marked for

identification.)

14

MR. SLAMA:

May it please the Court.

15

The essence of today's hearing is whether or

16

not the stay that is in place due to the filing of

17

the notice of appeals should remain.

18

The question, though, ultimately is what

19

deference should be given to the State of Florida

20

upon filing the appeal.

21

I think we have laid out in our motion to

22

vacate the automatic stay the relevant cases which,

23

of course, the Florida Supreme Court in Mitchell

24

which sets forth the standard as well as St. Lucie

25

v. The North Palm Development Corporation.
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1

I think both sides agree on the cases, and

2

they also agree, in essence, on what needs to be

3

shown and what the test is.

4

Clearly there is irreparable harm and there is

5

evidence and proof of the irreparable harm.

6

as far as the substantial likelihood of success on

7

the merits which this Court has already found

8

during the injunction process, it essentially comes

9

down to this, and this is where the two parties

10
11

diverge.
One says that Trotti I is essentially

12

dispositive of this case.

13

well familiar and versed in now Trotti I.

14

Also,

The Court is, I believe,

Spector, which the Court found controls the

15

analysis, and the Court essentially looked at two

16

pieces.

17

is entitled to the precedent that it is, and Stare

18

Decisis says that that decision is to be applied.

19

Spector, which is a very old decision and

If you look at every case since then, they're

20

all going to fall into essentially one category,

21

that category is Spector analysis still applies.

22

So when you get to Trotti I, whatever the

23

Court or someone would find with Trotti I says, it

24

is clearly distinguishable here.

25

picked up on that by looking at Pincket.

And Your Honor
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Clearly where there is manipulation of the

1
2

electoral process to create an appointment, that

3

the Supreme Court I think in Pincket through the

4

separate concurring opinions had certainly

5

demonstrated their thoughts as well as their

6

analysis.
But even if Pincket never existed, here is

7
8

what we know, Your Honor, and you had picked up on

9

it.

1974 in Spector the court talks about and

10

foreshadowed what was possible or likely to come

11

because the process was subject to manipulation.

12

And then what do we find?

13

Spector, you end up with a series of cases where

14

its becoming more and more problematic.

15

You move through

Eventually what we see happening is in Pincket

16

that for whatever reason certain judges think of

17

this seat as their seat, and I contend to the Court

18

that this is what the problem is.

19

Judge Foster's seat, and you hear us even

20

using that term, it's not his seat.

That seat

21

always belonged to the people, and the Constitution

22

in the State of Florida says it belongs to the

23

people.

24

is leaving their job and they say, well, I would

25

like to have one of my friends take this position,

Yet, if this is much like a job, someone
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1

it happens in corporate American, we know that.

2

The problem is that this is a public election, that

3

seat isn't Judge Foster's.

4

So what you saw Judge Pariente saying was no

5

matter how well intentioned Judge Foster may be,

6

which is he wants someone from Nassau County to

7

fill that seat that he thinks will have a better

8

interest in what he has already started and what he

9

has already done --

10

THE COURT:

11

These are the same arguments,

though, I heard back on May 16.

12

MR. SLAMA:

Yes, sir.

13

THE COURT:

What I'm looking at on whether to

14

vacate the stay is, is there a likelihood of

15

irreparable harm in the absence of a stay.

16

MR. SLAMA:

Yes, there is.

And I believe

17

Mr. Trotti had addressed that as well as in his

18

affidavit and his testify, the compelling

19

circumstances.

20

Here, I mean, the irreparable harm is clear

21

that based upon the process, which is already on

22

the way, when we get done today, and Mr. Trotti

23

explained it, once an appointment happens there is

24

no way to reverse it and there is no way, in

25

essence, to stop it.
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1

There is a imbalancing as we go through the

2

compelling interest -- compelling circumstances.

3

They are hurt in no way by stopping this process.

4

What happens, their worst case is if Mr. Trotti

5

were later proven to be wrong, letting the process

6

play out.

7

vacancy, quote, created, and they could reconvene

8

with the JNC and they can do the appointment.

9

of this is coming to a head until December.

10

They would go back, there would be a

Here is the problem.

None

The election machinery

11

is still before us and all of the cases prior to

12

have held that when the election machinery -- the

13

election process is there that the election process

14

ultimately is to be used.

15
16

THE COURT:

Well, let me hear from the defense

on this, and you will have time for rebuttal.

17

MR. SLAMA:

Yes, sir.

18

THE COURT:

Mr. Nordby.

19

MR. NORDBY:

20

Judge, I think you're exactly right.

21

not here today to reargue the injunction motion

22

that was argued a few weeks ago.

23

Thank you, Your Honor.
We're

The plaintiff's counsel mentioned a case in

24

Jacksonville, and Mr. Trotti did file two separate

25

lawsuits.

He filed a lawsuit here in Tallahassee
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1

asking this Court to enjoin the Governor from

2

making the appointment, and for the Secretary of

3

State enjoining him to put Mr. Trotti on the

4

ballot.

5

But Mr. Trotti filed a separate case in

6

Jacksonville directed to the Judicial Nominating

7

Commission asking for the Judicial Nominating

8

Commission to be enjoined from accepting

9

applications and conducting interviews.
The Judicial Nominating isn't a party to this

10
11

case, and the Governor and the Secretary of State

12

aren't parties to the case in Jacksonville.
Your Honor ruled as you did in this case, and

13
14

Judge Wallace in Jacksonville ruled the opposite

15

way.

16

Commission from accepting applications and carrying

17

out its process.

18

He refused to enjoin the Judicial Nominating

Now, I don't think we disagree with the

19

plaintiff on the applicable standard for vacating a

20

stay.

21

The plaintiff has the burden here and the stay

22

should be vacated only in the most compelling

23

circumstances.

24

likelihood of success on the merits and irreparable

25

harm.

The standard is fairly clear under case law.

And the two key factors are the
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1

THE COURT:

Well, let me ask you.

2

Explain to me why when I entered my order on

3

May 16 that says the injunction was in effect at

4

that time, from what I'm hearing from the

5

plaintiffs is that that didn't even slow the

6

process down.

7

That the Governor and the JNC just kept on going as

8

if I hadn't done anything.

9

It wasn't even a bump in the road.

MR. NORDBY:

Your Honor, the Governor did

10

nothing, did not keep going on after -- after you

11

issued your ruling.

12

We disagree with the plaintiffs -- the

13

plaintiff as to the scope of the injunction that

14

you issued in this case.

15

his injunction motion for the Governor to be

16

precluded from making the appointment, and they

17

filed the separate lawsuit about the JNC process.

The plaintiff asked in

18

I can assure Your Honor that if the names had

19

been submitted to the Governor and your injunction

20

remained in place, the Governor would not make the

21

appointment.

22

We did ask the plaintiff in light of the

23

apparent disagreement over the scope of the

24

injunction to quickly get us a proposed order to

25

review, as Your Honor had asked for immediately
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1

after the hearing, so that we could agree on some

2

language, or if we disagreed on the scope of the

3

order we could get that to you as expeditiously as

4

possible.

5

written proposed order for a week.

6

actually, more than that.

7

We weren't provided with a copy of a
So that --

About ten days.

So we were doing what we could to try to get

8

that clarified through a written order, and as soon

9

as a written order was entered we promptly appealed

10
11

that.
THE COURT:

Well, I didn't go back and review

12

the transcript before the hearing today, but I

13

thought I made it crystal clear that based upon my

14

review of the facts and the law that this was to be

15

an elected position, therefore, anything having to

16

do with an appointment needed to stop at that time.

17

If there was going to be an appellate review there

18

would be an appellate review.

19

And it really concerns me that that didn't

20

even slow things down for the -- you know, your

21

response says, basically as I read it, the JNC

22

wasn't a party to this case and we really can't

23

control the JNC, they're going to do whatever

24

they're going to do.

25

that's not true.

And, of course, you know
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1

And that just all really concerned me that

2

there was some game playing going on with my Order.

3

MR. NORDBY:

Well, Your Honor, I apologize if

4

that's the impression that's been left here.

5

want to assure you that's not the case and was

6

never the intent here.

7

And I

The Governor, who is in this case, was not

8

going to take any action to make any appointment.

9

The JNC was faced with a separate case in Duval

10

County, and the judge in Duval County denied the

11

motion for injunction and said the JNC should

12

proceed with the process.

So the judicial --

13

THE COURT:

Said they should or could proceed?

14

MR. NORDBY:

That the plaintiff's motion for

15

injunctive relief was denied and that this is the

16

seat that should be filled by appointment.

17
18

There are conflicting decisions out of this
Court and out of the Fourth Judicial Circuit.

19

But, Your Honor, if I could just address the

20

matter of irreparable harm, because I think there

21

may be a solution here that could work.

22

The only evidence of irreparable harm

23

Mr. Trotti has testified to and that was in his

24

papers is the possibility of the Governor making an

25

appointment and essentially mooting this case
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1
2

immediately upon the JNC submitting names.
Your Honor, I can represent to this Court on

3

the record here, the Governor is not going to

4

appoint anyone to this seat today or tomorrow or

5

this week even if the automatic stay remains in

6

effect.

7

The Governor's process in an appointed seat is

8

to interview, conduct background checks, and that

9

takes time.

10

So if Mr. Trotti's concern here is that the

11

Governor is going to get the names from the

12

Judicial Nominating Commission tonight and

13

immediately make the appointment, and that's why

14

the stay needs to be vacated, I can represent to

15

you that that's not going to happen.

16

THE COURT:

Well, I'm concerned more about the

17

election process than I am the appointment process,

18

even though the two are so intertwined here.

19

What I'm concerned about is that I clearly

20

ruled that based upon my reading of the law in

21

Spector and the Pincket case, that this -- and the

22

Constitution, that this to me clearly is supposed

23

to be an elected position, and we now have the

24

qualifying period has expired.

25

Mr. Trotti had his check returned and a letter
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1

saying that he did not qualify as a candidate for

2

the office of circuit judge, and there is an

3

election coming up in August.

4

And I'm more concerned about the irreparable

5

harm that's going to be done if this stay remains

6

in effect and that election period expires and all

7

that goes along with that.

8

I mean, if there is an order entered saying

9

Mr. Trotti did qualify and he is on the ballot in

10

August, or he was the only one that qualified and

11

he doesn't have to be on the ballot in August,

12

then, obviously the Governor is not going to go

13

ahead with the appointment process with that, I

14

don't think.

15

So that's my biggest concern is if I allow the

16

stay to remain in effect, it's now June the 11th,

17

and the original qualifying period expired I guess

18

about a month ago, or something like that.

19

So that's my biggest concern there.

20

MR. NORDBY:

21
22

Sure.

And then, Your Honor, let

me address each of those things in turn.
First, I want to be sure that it's very clear

23

the return of the check and the statement from

24

Department of State, that was before this

25

litigation was filed.

So that didn't happen after
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1

your Order.

I just want to be sure that that's

2

very clearly.

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. NORDBY:

Right.
The second point is that if

5

Mr. Trotti is ultimately correct here, the voters

6

of the Fourth Judicial Circuit, under his view,

7

would not vote for the seat until August of 2020

8

anyway, because under his view he is the only

9

person who filed qualifying papers, so he is

10
11

entitled to take the seat for the next two years.
Under the defendant's view of this case, if

12

we're ultimately successful in this case on appeal

13

and the Governor is able to make an appointment,

14

that appointee would also first appear on the

15

ballot for the voters of the Fourth Judicial

16

Circuit in August of 2020.

17

So whether Mr. Trotti prevails under his view

18

or whether we prevail under our view, there is no

19

election that would need to occur in August of this

20

year.

21

So just the concern that some -- that ballots

22

would need to be printed, for example, under

23

Mr. Trotti's view no ballots would be printed, no

24

one would need to vote.

25

and he could start in January under his view of the

He is entitled to the seat
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1
2

law here.

So I just want to be clear on that.

But on the question of irreparable harm, the

3

only harm Mr. Trotti has alleged, has testified to

4

or put in his affidavit is with the appointment.

5

He has not identified any way in which he will be

6

harmed irreparably if the Judicial Nominating

7

Commission is permitted to interview candidates

8

today and submit a list of names to the Governor,

9

provided the Governor stops short of making an

10

appointment in the case.

11

Mr. Trotti, he has not testified, and there is no

12

evidence of any harm.

13

There is no harm to

If the JNC completes its process and submits

14

names to the Governor, provided as I've

15

represented, the Governor is not going to make an

16

appointment today or tomorrow or this week.

17

And if, as we requested in our response, if

18

you disagree with us and decide you were to vacate

19

the stay, we'd ask for a seven-day delay, and

20

that's so that we could have an opportunity to ask

21

the First District about that.

22

And we could represent to you as well, Your

23

Honor, that the Governor wouldn't make an

24

appointment until the First DCA has acted on that

25

stay request.
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1

So the JNC, though, has candidates who have

2

submitted applications to have their members who

3

have arranged their schedules to do interviews

4

today.

5

Mr. Trotti would be harmed if they're allowed to

6

complete their interview process and submit names.

7

No evidence whatsoever of any harm.

8

compelling circumstances that would justify

9

vacating a stay as to that aspect of the injunctive

10

And there is just simply no evidence that

relief that was granted.

11

THE COURT:

Anything further?

12

MR. NORDBY:

No, Your Honor.

13

Certainly no

I'd be happy to

answer any questions that you have.

14

THE COURT:

Okay.

Mr. Slama.

15

MR. SLAMA:

Thank you, Your Honor.

16

Your Honor, first I think it's important to

17

note the case was filed on the 7th, the check was

18

returned two days later on the 9th.

19

We had communicated with the defense and let

20

them know -- or actually had asked for adequate

21

assurance that based upon your oral proclamation

22

that all of the proceeding, including the JNC,

23

would come to a halt.

24
25

The response we got was essentially nothing
more than your client isn't prejudiced by us
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1
2

continuing to take applications and do all of this.
Clearly that wasn't your intent for that to

3

happen, and I believe that you were more than clear

4

on the record that none of that should have been

5

happening.

6

Nonetheless, they did it.

So now it's interesting when they come in here

7

to say they've created the harm, if there is any,

8

which I submit this isn't.

9

as there is, quote, an artificial appointment.

They can show no harm

10

other words, it's smoke and mirrors.

11

harm or the imbalancing the interest of they've

12

created it.

13

In

Here is my

And what he is still asking you today, which

14

is very interesting, is you just said why did this

15

not come to a halt.

16

disagreement.

17

He says there is a

Whether he disagreed with me or not, the

18

question is whether he disagreed with you.

19

were very clear, you stated what you said on the

20

record, that should have come to a complete halt.

21

There should not be anyone interviewing today.

22

You

All of this happens under the Governor's

23

watch.

He is the one who convened them; he is the

24

one who can stop them; he is the one who issues an

25

order and says the judge ruled, everybody cease,
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1

that's what he said, unless and until they get

2

relief.

3

That is the camel's nose in the tent.

So he is asking you today, don't worry, we're

4

not going to do this.

5

what they shouldn't be doing, at least by virtue of

6

your Order.

7

They continue doing exactly

Your Honor, this is an old case, by the way,

8

and the Court is aware under Rule 1.610 that it

9

applies not only to the Governor, but it certainly

10

applies to all of his agents.

11

an advisory opinion which I would point out to the

12

Court, 276 So.2d 25.

13

fulfillment of nominating commission's

14

responsibilities is the integral part of the

15

Governor's constitutional duty to fill the

16

vacancies in the judicial office.

17

There is, in fact,

It goes on to say that the

It is part and parcel of him.

It's not a

18

separate entity that is out there, it is part and

19

parcel of him.

20

stop it is something I think the Court should

21

certainly take into account.

22

The fact that he failed to act and

In terms of the case that I would point out to

23

the Court, and I apologized before I was going to

24

cite, we both have cited but it is important, I

25

think.

This case is on -- is similar to the Tampa
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1

Sports Authority v. Johnston, which is the 2005

2

case.

3

Going forward in terms of the simple analysis,

4

which I think lays out exactly in part what's going

5

on here, the issue was whether or not there was --

6

it was constitutional for the pat down searches

7

which were happening to people who attended the

8

home Buccaneers football game.

9

Clearly, as far as the harm, similar to this.

10

The Court went through and in a very good analysis

11

said we're putting someone to a choice.

12

could be a constitutional conditions case under

13

Sherbert v. Verner.

14

This also

However, the Court went on, at least in its

15

analysis as it relates to harm and said, why should

16

this guy -- so he doesn't have to go to a game to

17

be -- to go through the pat down process, give up

18

his season tickets, lose his deposit, or only goes

19

to those games which aren't NFL games, or whatever

20

it is, so he has an opportunity to not have to go

21

through the pat down process.

22

They found not only was that a compelling

23

problem, because of the so-called TSA's amorphous

24

threat, here while there isn't a, quote, amorphous

25

threat there is an artificial appointment under
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1

your analysis, which I believe is correct, and I

2

believe under Spector is correct, which means right

3

now this seat, which already should be done on the

4

day that Mr. Trotti qualified -- and I think Your

5

Honor is aware of this -- some people wait until 30

6

minutes before the qualifying period ends waiting

7

to see if anyone else jumps into the race; some

8

come in at the end; some come in at the beginning

9

to scare people off.

10

There was no public notice, none.

They

11

certainly didn't provide it.

12

about this, he goes in, he goes in for a seat that

13

he knows this person, Judge Foster, is no longer

14

eligible to run for that seat.

15

election seat.

16

How did we get here?

Mr. Trotti, think

That seat is an

Just as I argued before,

17

someone tenders a piece of paper and all of the

18

sudden a resignation with a future effective date,

19

with the election machinery in place, poof, all of

20

the sudden they say it becomes an appointment.

21
22

THE COURT:

But again, we're dealing with the

stay issue.

23

MR. SLAMA:

I understand.

24

THE COURT:

Those are all arguments that were

25

advanced back on May 16th.
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1

MR. SLAMA:

2

Just because we were also -- they were talking

3

about the two issues, the likelihood of the success

4

on the merits.

5

I understand, Your Honor.

But in terms of compelling harm, and I

6

would -- I would read to the Court -- and certainly

7

I think the TSA case gets it, gets it right, that

8

as you go through these circumstances the --

9

ultimately the decision here is to allow what has

10
11

already started.
When Mr. Trotti tendered those papers the

12

election process has already started.

13

with the Court, the concern over the election

14

process as the Court -- and by entering and

15

vacating the stay what you're doing is preserving

16

and protecting the election process, not just for

17

David Trotti, but for the voters that are out there

18

that ultimately could vote and should vote.

19

THE COURT:

And I agree

But what is the downside to

20

Mr. Nordby's suggestion that, okay, Judge, we

21

disagree that a stay is appropriate; but if you do

22

grant a stay, delay it by a few days so the JNC can

23

finish its work.

24

finishes its work, the Governor is not going to

25

appoint anybody until all this is straightened out?

And no matter what, if the JNC
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1

MR. SLAMA:

Well, Judge two things:

2

The first is, essentially, by them continuing

3

with their process what they're saying is we

4

believe this is an appointment and we're going

5

forward with our appointment.

6

everybody has been interviewed, everybody is -- the

7

gun is loaded.

8
9
10
11

At that point

And from there they're ready to go forward and
make the appointment, supposedly, just waiting to
see what the DCA or anyone says.
The problem is, is that on review the First

12

DCA -- and this is what I would suggest to the

13

Court which is why this is smoke and mirrors --

14

what this case says, and TSA, is while we're

15

reviewing it the lower tribunal can change it, but

16

the First DCA can actually on their own or through

17

their motion go ahead and put it back in place,

18

which we have seen in the cases.

19

Judge, at that point, this is why it's so

20

significant.

21

their behavior, which is disregarding this Court's

22

Order and keep moving towards the finish line.

23

First, you can't reward them for

The second is, without them having the panel

24

already in place what they understand as well is it

25

means that when it gets to the DCA if they were to
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1

undo or if they were to vacate -- or if they were

2

to put the stay back in place, it means that they

3

have to start all over, otherwise, what they would

4

be able to do is inside of 24 hours, before we

5

could get relief before the Supreme Court, if -- if

6

the Supreme Court doesn't pick this case up based

7

on my suggestion, and the DCA certifying, it means

8

they're done and they moot the appeal.

9

It's a smart move and I would ask for the same

10

thing, keep the thing going so inside a period of

11

time they're running the clock down.

12

My suggestion to the Court is how many years

13

have gone by from 1974 until now?

14

you think about it, I believe a decision not too

15

long ago came out in Pincket where we're reverting

16

on down this road again where someone says, sorry,

17

you win but you lose.

18

These cases, if

We're never going to get an answer to this

19

question and get this straight so this process

20

doesn't continue to happen for another 30 years.

21

So my suggestion to the Court is shut this

22

thing down, let's get a full resolution, whether

23

it's at the First DCA or whether it's at the

24

Florida Supreme Court, and that we don't have to

25

revisit this thing for the next 20 or 30 years.
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1

But there will be no way for us with the clock

2

run down, once they pick and submit their panel,

3

and all he has agreed to is that the First DCA

4

should make a ruling -- or, I mean, waiting for the

5

First DCA to make a ruling, but they're ready for

6

the Governor to act.

7

What about our opportunity, even in that

8

circumstance, to see about the Florida Supreme

9

Court to weigh in on this thing if they don't pick

10

it up from the beginning.

11

for all the reasons I just mentioned.

12

in a place that we shouldn't be.

13

have gone as far as they did.

14

I don't agree with that
It puts us

Nor should they

Truth be told, Your Honor, if you had not been

15

away on vacation I would have filed a motion for

16

contempt.

17

contacted them, asked them as gentlemen --

18

At that point in time, even after I had

Your Order was clear, no one came back and

19

said we disagreed because of this reason, and even

20

if they did what does it matter.

21

isn't binding on you.

22

Judge Wallace

And by the way, the last point I wanted to

23

make.

We had filed a motion for rehearing.

That's

24

not a final order.

25

and Mr. Trotti withdrew the relief down there.

We filed a motion for rehearing
So
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1

there isn't a final order, that's why we provided

2

you the docket as well as the judicial notice.

3

Last is, when it comes to this TSA case, which

4

I think would guide the Court in terms of this

5

analysis, we've met all the requirements.

6

the extent that they're trying to assert now by

7

some action they may take in the future that

8

somehow it diminishes the harm either to the

9

elector or to Mr. Trotti I think is unfounded.

And to

10

If they wanted to give some sort of an

11

assurance as such, I don't understand why at the

12

original injunction hearing they didn't do that.

13

They certainly didn't do it while you were away and

14

you had major oral proclamation.

15

seen the document that they filed seeking either

16

under Rule 1.540 or otherwise, any sort of relief,

17

exception, clarification, or offering what they

18

were offering in writing to this Court.

19

I still haven't

Now at the eleventh hour that they're coming

20

in here and there are hearings -- I mean, the

21

application process is underway, it sounds like

22

they're trying to avoid telling the people coming

23

in, despite the fact that I don't know if Your

24

Honor knows this, certainly because it was posted

25

in the paper, that Judge Carithers in Duval County
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1

contacted all of the judges and told them that the

2

appointment -- that the JNC process is moving

3

ahead.

4

I was shocked when I heard that because it

5

seemed to me, at least on first blush, that no one

6

over here told them that, by the way, the Court had

7

ruled and now all the judges think that everything

8

was fine and for whatever reason no one was

9

notified what your ruling was.

10

But to allow this process to continue and

11

allow them to take a slate of applicants after they

12

decided to make their recommendation of who those

13

people are and sending it to the Governor, the fact

14

that he is just sitting back waiting doesn't do

15

anything for us in terms of ultimately what we're

16

after here is.

17

This problem has got to be resolved.

This is

18

the case, this is the time.

19

that the king has clothes on when the king is

20

naked.

21

We can't play anymore

There is a problem here that has started, it's

22

been identified in 1974.

23

seen it; and, unfortunately, it's not ending.

24

time to get an answer to this.

25

Certainly this Court has
It's

I believe you've ruled correctly, and I
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1

believe it's time for this case to reach its final

2

conclusion.

3

We also have a proposed order, which I can

4

provide to the Court, and we're available with our

5

computer to make any changes that the Court would

6

have.

7
8
9

THE COURT:

Have you provided it to opposing

counsel?
MR. SLAMA:

I didn't yet.

I wasn't sure what

10

the Court's analysis was going to be or whether you

11

wanted me or someone to dictate what you had.

12

The other thing I just wanted to point out to

13

the Court from their response, which I think

14

requires some addressing, on page -- beginning, I

15

guess, on page nine where he -- in their pleading

16

at least when they are alleging on page nine that

17

there is no evidence of harm, though, they cite all

18

these cases, certainly the TSA case as I just

19

suggested certainly makes that clear.

20

But apparently, what their true theory is, is

21

that if Trotti is the law, he has no harm.

But

22

we're not looking at simply that case, we're

23

looking at what deference should be given to the --

24

to the government when it comes to these sorts of

25

decisions.
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1

Also, at the bottom of page nine, when they

2

are getting to this balancing of equities, I just

3

wanted to make these three points very quickly and

4

I'm done.

5

It says here, while plaintiff clearly hopes to

6

change the law through this proceeding, his

7

personal preferences are not superior to the public

8

equities.

9

That was a very interesting comment because,

10

as you remember from the cases, it is exactly what

11

Justice Pariente was talking about was, it's Judge

12

Foster's personal preference which brings us here.

13

They don't seem to have a problem with that

14

preference and an appointment, but they have a

15

problem with supposedly his personal preference and

16

the public equities.

17

anyone, clearly it's them.

He is not disenfranchising

18

Second is, they go through and state that

19

somehow, and these balancing of equities, that the

20

status quo is consistent with Florida's juris

21

prudence.

22

Supreme Court precedent to the contrary.

23

And the absence, quote, of the Florida

The last time I looked, Trotti can't overrule

24

Spector.

Spector has been the law since '74.

To

25

the extent they believe in good faith that Trotti
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1

applies clearly is distinguishable on these facts.

2

And to the extent they believe it is absolutely

3

controlling, then, their position leads to the

4

reductio ad absurdum that they are sub silentio

5

seeking to overrule the Supreme Court precedent.

6
7
8
9

THE COURT:

And, again, we're going back

over -MR. SLAMA:
here.

I understand.

They put it in

I just wanted to address it on the record.

10

And third is the affect, and here we go, with

11

the judicial nominating commission is keeping them

12

from carrying out their constitutional obligations

13

which are mandated, again, by Trotti I.

14

And their position is until Trotti I is

15

overturned -- I think this is what brings us to my

16

concern and what the Court's concern is -- until

17

it's overturned they're continuing with the

18

process, and they don't seem to care about what

19

this Court's position is, even on Trotti I.

20

I would ask that the Court rule today the

21

following:

That all of the activities, including

22

whatever process has already been started,

23

including the JNC continuing with any other

24

interviews, that those be brought to a halt, that

25

none of those are to continue; and that in addition
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1

that they do not provide -- well, if they cancel,

2

they stop, there are going to be no slate of people

3

that would be sent or transmitted to the Governor.

4

That thereafter, the whole process is on hold

5

until there is the appropriate ruling by the

6

appropriate -- beyond this Court, of course, at the

7

appellate level, until there is appellate review

8

and there is the exhaustion of those decisions and

9

those remedies.

10

But there is no reason for it to continue even

11

under the so-called deal that they have offered

12

today.

13
14
15

THE COURT:

Anything further from the defense

on this?
MR. NORDBY:

Your Honor, just very briefly.

I

16

know we're over our allotted time, but the rebuttal

17

had addressed a bit more than we did in our

18

response.

19

Your Honor, the plaintiff has not identified

20

any way in which Mr. Trotti would be irreparable

21

harmed by the Judicial Nominating Commission

22

interviewing candidates and submitting a list of

23

names to the Governor provided the Governor does

24

not appoint someone to that seat.

25

So I would submit that there are a variety of
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1

ways that much more narrowly tailor to addressing

2

the concerns here than what Mr. Trotti has

3

suggested.

4

And, Your Honor, just to be clear again on our

5

position.

6

should be vacated.

7

grounds to do so.

8
9

We disagree that this automatic stay
We don't think that there are

But we would suggest that if Your Honor
believes that there are grounds to vacate the

10

automatic stay that that decision be delayed for

11

seven days, and in those circumstances we commit to

12

the Court that during that period the Governor

13

would not make any appointments to fill the seat

14

until we've had an opportunity for the First DCA to

15

weigh in and review that Order.

16

Thank you.

17

THE COURT:

Under the circumstances of the

18

case, I'm going to grant the stay and I'm going to

19

do it effective right now again.

20

I am very, very surprised where we're at at

21

this point today because I did think I made it real

22

clear in my May 16 ruling that everything with

23

regard to that appointment was to come to a halt at

24

that time, and that was based upon my review of the

25

applicable case law and the Florida Constitution
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1

which to me made it very clear that this was

2

supposed to be an elected position.

3

And the fact that the JNC machinery didn't

4

even slow down is unfortunate.

5

preferred some sort of motion for clarification to

6

see whether it was okay to do that based on my

7

ruling.

8

ignored and the JNC machinery kept on going.

9

I would have

But in my opinion, my ruling was simply

You know, there is still, I believe, six and a

10

half months before a new judge comes on board, and

11

I'm very, very confident that what I have ruled in

12

this case is not going to be the last word in the

13

case, that it's going to be heard by the First DCA

14

and that fine Court, and then perhaps the Florida

15

Supreme Court and that fine Court.

16

But what I have attempted to do in my ruling

17

is do the very best I could to interpret the

18

applicable case law and the Florida Constitution,

19

and came to the firm opinion that this was an

20

attempt to circumvent the Constitution by one of my

21

fellow judges who, my understanding is, has served

22

as a very fine judge.

23

But I do not believe that the Florida

24

Constitution was intended to be circumvented by

25

anyone, especially our judges, and that this should
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1

be an elected position.
So I'm going to grant this -- I'm going to

2
3

lift the stay effective now and I will go back and

4

draft an order, get a written order to that effect.

5

Did you say you have a proposed order?

6

MR. SLAMA:

7

I only have one

copy, and I apologize, but I do have.
THE COURT:

8
9

I do, Your Honor.

It's a --

I don't want it until it's been

reviewed by Mr. Nordby.

10

MR. SLAMA:

Yes, sir.

11

THE COURT:

So I'll go back and I'll start

12

working on an order.

13

me potential written orders, go ahead and do that.

14

But I want to get an Order out, if possible, today.

15

If not, tomorrow.
MR. SLAMA:

16

And if you all want to send

Your Honor, is it in part of your

17

order, at least the oral pronouncement, is that

18

they are to cancel the interviews which are going

19

on as we speak?

20

THE COURT:

Everything comes to a halt right

21

now.

22

Governor.

23

schedules have been affected by this, but we should

24

never have been in this position.

25

No more interviews, no more names to the
And I regret the fact that people's

All right.

Court is adjourned.
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1

MR. SLAMA:

Yes, sir.

2

(The proceedings were concluded at 9:45 a.m.)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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24
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RECEIVED, 6/11/2018 10:35 PM, Kristina Samuels, First District Court of Appeal

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL
OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA, FIRST DISTRICT
HONORABLE RICK SCOTT,
in his official capacity as
Governor of the State of Florida;
and KEN DETZNER,
in his official capacity as
Secretary of State of the State of
Florida

Case No.: 1D18-2387
L.T. Case No.: 37 2018 CA 001039

Appellants,
v.
DAVID P. TROTTI
Appellee.
_________________________________/
TIME-SENSITIVE MOTION FOR REVIEW OF ORDER VACATING
AUTOMATIC STAY, REQUEST FOR INTERIM RELIEF,
AND REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED TREATMENT
Pursuant to Florida Rule of Appellate Procedure 9.310(f), Appellants, the
Honorable Rick Scott, his official capacity as Governor of the State of Florida; and
Ken Detzner, in his official capacity as Secretary of State of the State of Florida
(“Appellants”), respectfully seek expedited review of the trial court’s June 11,
2018, Order vacating the automatic stay of the Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion
for Injunctive Relief (the “Preliminary Injunction Order”).
In a two-page Order devoid of any references to legal authority or any
specific findings of fact, the trial court vacated the automatic stay of the
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Preliminary Injunction Order at issue in this appeal. The effect of the trial court’s
action was require the immediate suspension of the proceedings of the Fourth
Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission—a non-party to this case—which had
convened this morning in a publicly noticed meeting to interview applicants for
nomination to the circuit court. The JNC is constitutionally obligated to make its
nominations no later than June 22, 2018.
This Court should reverse the trial court’s decision. Appellants respectfully
request that this Court: 1) expedite consideration of this Motion; 2) issue an order
immediately re-imposing the stay on an interim basis for the sole purpose of
permitting the Fourth Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission to complete its
interview and nomination process before the constitutional deadline of June 22,
2018, pending this Court’s consideration of the balance of the relief requested in
this Motion; 3) quash the trial court’s order vacating the automatic stay, thereby
reinstating the automatic stay of the Preliminary Injunction Order pending appeal.
BACKGROUND AND COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
Under the Florida Constitution and binding precedent from the Florida
Supreme Court, a circuit judge’s resignation that is accepted by the Governor prior
to the candidate qualifying period creates a vacancy in office to be filled by
gubernatorial appointment—not by election. Those principles were affirmed less
than four years ago by this Court in Trotti v. Detzner, 147 So. 3d 641 (Fla. 1st
2
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DCA 2014) (Trotti I). Now, the same Plaintiff makes the same legal arguments in
this case.
On April 2, 2018, Fourth Circuit Judge Robert M. Foster tendered a letter of
resignation to Governor Scott in which he wrote that his last day in office would be
Monday, December 31, 2018. App. 57. On April 23, 2018, Governor Scott sent
Judge Foster a letter accepting his resignation. App. 58. The same day, the Fourth
Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission was requested to convene and to submit
the names of highly qualified nominees for appointment to the Fourth Judicial
Circuit no later than June 22, 2018. App. 14. The Executive Office of the Governor
provided notice of Judge Foster’s resignation to Kristi Reid Willis, Bureau Chief
for the Florida Division of Elections, noting that Judge Foster’s judicial seat would
be filled by appointment. App. 60. The Bureau Chief was further notified that the
Fourth Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission had been activated to begin the
appointment process. App. 60.
The statutory qualifying period for the election of circuit court judges began
at noon on April 30, 2018, and concluded at noon on May 4, 2018. On May 3,
2018, at 1:44 PM, qualifying paperwork for David P. Trotti for the office of Circuit
Judge, Fourth Judicial Circuit, Group 6, was hand-delivered to the front desk of the
Florida Division of Elections. App. 60. That same day, Appellee’s qualifying
paperwork was preliminarily reviewed by staff for completeness. App. 60. Based
3
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on the preliminary review’s determination that the qualifying paperwork was
complete on its face, Appellee was erroneously listed on the Division’s website as
“qualified” at 3:29 PM, May 3, 2018. App 60-61.
Less than 45 minutes later, the Division realized that its preliminary
determination was in error—that the office for which Appellee sought to qualify
(Fourth Judicial Circuit, Group 6) was to be filled by judicial appointment, not
election. App 60-61. The erroneous website posting was corrected at 4:08 PM.
App. 61. Appellee was promptly notified that the judicial seat for which he had
filed qualifying papers was not a seat that would be filled by election. App. 61.
Appellee was further informed him that he could “re-designate” to run for a
different judicial seat in the Fourth Judicial Circuit. App. 61. At that time, there
were fifteen open judicial seats within the Fourth Judicial Circuit for which
Appellee could have qualified. App. 61. On May 10, 2018, the Division certified to
the Supervisors of Elections of the counties comprising the Fourth Judicial Circuit
the names of all “duly qualified” candidates who qualified with the Department of
State during the candidate qualifying period. App. 61. Because Appellee was not a
duly qualified candidate for an office that would be elected in 2018, his name was
not certified and his qualifying check was returned. App. 61.
Rather than qualifying as a candidate for a different judicial seat, Appellee
chose to file a lawsuit. App. 4. The purported legal basis for this action is nearly
4
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identical to a case the same Plaintiff filed in 2014. See Trotti v. Detzner, 147 So. 3d
641 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014) (“Trotti I”).1 Appellee also filed a Verified Motion for Ex
Parte Injunctive Relief requesting the circuit court “enjoin [the Governor] from
appointing a lawyer to fill the Judicial Seat, Group 6 in the Fourth Judicial Circuit
Court” and enjoin “[the Secretary] from removing Trotti from the August 28, 2018
election ballot.” App. 28. A hearing on the Motion for Injunctive Relief was held
May 16, 2018. App. 65.
During the pendency of the action below, Appellee also filed a Verified
Petition for Ex Parte Injunctive Relief in the Fourth Judicial Circuit against the
Judicial Nominating Commission for the Fourth Judicial Circuit and Patrick J.
Kilbane, Jr., the JNC’s Chair. That Petition sought an injunction to preclude the
Judicial Nominating Commission from accepting applications, interviewing
candidates, and selecting or submitting to the Governor the names of lawyers for
appointment to the judicial vacancy created by the resignation of Judge Foster.
App. 142-143. On May 17, 2018, Fourth Circuit Judge Waddell Wallace, III,

In Trotti I, Plaintiff sought a writ of mandamus to compel the Secretary of
State to accept qualifying papers for a judicial vacancy that arose under similar
circumstances. 147 So. 3d at 641. Second Circuit Judge George Reynolds denied
the writ after concluding that the vacancy was to be filled by gubernatorial
appointment rather than by election. Id. Plaintiff appealed to this Court, which
issued its decision and majority opinion, affirming the circuit court. Id. The Florida
Supreme Court denied review. Trotti v. Detzner, 157 So. 3d 1051 (Fla. 2014)
1
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entered an “Order Denying Petition for Injunctive Relief.” App. 145. Presented
with the same issue of law raised in this case, Judge Wallace’s Order concluded
that he could not ignore the binding precedent of this Court’s decision in Trotti I.
App. 144-145. As a result, Judge Wallace denied the relief requested by Plaintiff.
App. 145.
On June 6, 2018, almost three weeks after the hearing on Appellee’s Motion
for Injunctive Relief, and weeks after the Fourth Circuit entered its order in the
separate case filed against the Judicial Nominating Commission, the trial court in
the action below entered an Order granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Injunctive Relief.
App 147. In the Preliminary Injunction Order, the trial court found that Appellee is
likely to succeed on the merits of his case based on Spector v. Glisson, 305 So. 2d
777 (Fla. 1974)—a case explicitly distinguished by this Court in Trotti I—and on
dicta contained in concurring opinions to the Supreme Court’s unpublished order
in Pincket v. Detzner, 2016 WL 3127704 (June 3, 2016) (“Pincket II”). App. 151.
Specifically, Judge Dodson stated during the oral pronouncement of his ruling:
I do think I’m controlled by the Supreme Court’s June 2016 opinion in
the Pincket case….the language of four of the justices made it clear that
they believe Trotti, as I interpret it, was wrongly decided, and they
believe Spector should control in a case like this. App. 135.
**********
I just want to make it real clear to everybody that, in granting this
injunction, I’m doing it because of the way I read Pincket. App. 136.
6
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The same day the trial court entered its written order, Appellants filed their Notice
of Appeal of the Preliminary Injunction Order. Under Florida Rule of Appellate
Procedure 9.310(b)(2), Appellants’ timely appeal automatically stayed the
Preliminary Injunction Order.
Plaintiff subsequently filed a Motion to Vacate the Automatic Stay. App.
156. A hearing2 on Appellee’s Motion to Vacate the Automatic stay was held June
11, 2018, and an Order lifting the stay was entered the same day. App. 178. The
order states that “there is a likelihood of irreparable harm if the stay remains in
effect” and Appellee is likely to succeed on the merits. App. 179.
ARGUMENT
It is well-settled that an automatic stay afforded to governmental entities and
officials under Rule 9.310(b)(2) “should be vacated only under the most
compelling circumstances.” Dep’t of Envtl. Prot. v. Pringle, 707 So. 2d 387, 390
(Fla. 1st DCA 1998), underlying injunction subsequently quashed, 743 So. 2d 1189
(Fla. 1st DCA 1998) (quoting St. Lucie Cty. v. N. Palm Dev. Corp., 444 So. 2d
1133, 1135 (Fla. 4th DCA 1984)). This is because “the automatic stay provision in
rule 9.310(b)(2) was founded in judicial deference to governmental decisions.”

2

The transcript of the June 11, 2018 proceeding is currently being prepared on an
expedited basis. Once it becomes available, Appellants will file a supplemental
appendix that includes the transcript.
7
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Order Reinstating Automatic Stay, Fla. Fish & Wildlife Conservation Comm’n v.
Daws, Case No. 1D16-4839 (Fla. 1st DCA Oct. 6, 2017). Such deference stems
from “the fact that planning-level decisions are made in the public interest and
should be accorded a commensurate degree of deference and that any adverse
consequences realized from proceeding under an erroneous judgment harm the
public generally.” St. Lucie, 444 So. 2d 1135. Considering this policy rationale and
built-in deference, an automatic stay will be vacated only when “the equities are
overwhelmingly tilted against maintaining the stay.” Tampa Sports Auth. v.
Johnston, 914 So. 2d 1076, 1084 (Fla. 2d DCA 2005). Under this standard, any
party seeking to vacate the automatic stay must establish an evidentiary basis for
the existence of the asserted compelling circumstances. Pringle, 707 So. 2d at 390;
see also St. Lucie Cty., 444 So. 2d at 1135.
Other factors considered when addressing a request to vacate an automatic
stay are: (1) the likelihood of irreparable harm in the absence of a stay; and (2) the
likelihood of success on the merits by the party seeking to maintain the stay.
Mitchell v. State, 911 So. 2d 1211, 1219 (Fla. 2005).
In this case, the balance of all relevant factors tilts strongly in favor of
reinstating the stay.
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I.

APPELLANTS ARE LIKELY TO SUCCEED ON APPEAL
A. Appellants are likely to succeed on the merits of this appeal based on
binding precedent and the plain language of the Florida Constitution.
1. The circuit court failed to adhere to this Court’s binding precedent in
Trotti I.
First, this court should reinstate the automatic stay because Appellee cannot

demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits. The circuit court was bound by
this Court’s decision in Trotti I, which directly forecloses Appellee’s claims in this
case as a matter of law. Appellants are likely to succeed on the merits of this
appeal because the circuit court failed to follow this Court’s binding precedent.
In Trotti I, Fourth Circuit Judge Donald Moran tendered a letter of
resignation to the Governor on March 26, 2014, stating the resignation was
effective the last day of his term in January 2015. 147 So. 3d at 642. Judge Moran
then sent a second letter to the Governor clarifying that his specific date of
resignation was to be Friday, January 2, 2015. Id. The Governor accepted Judge
Moran’s letter of resignation on April 10, 2014. Id. The statutory qualifying period
for the seat was set to begin at noon on April 28, 2014, and end at noon on May 2,
2014. Id.
Meanwhile, on April 2, 2014, before the Governor accepted Judge Moran’s
resignation and before the statutory qualifying period began, Trotti filed a Form
DS–DE 9 with the Division of Elections indicating his intention to run for election
9
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for Group 12 (Judge Moran’s seat). Id. The next day, the Division acknowledged
receipt of Trotti’s paperwork and listed him as an active candidate. Id. However,
on April 25, 2014, the Division informed Trotti that Group 12 would be filled by
appointment and he should withdraw his candidacy or apply for candidacy in a
different group. Id.
Upon Trotti’s petition for writ of mandamus, Judge Reynolds agreed with
the Secretary of State, finding that the vacancy created by Judge Moran’s
resignation should be filled by gubernatorial appointment. Id. This Court affirmed.
Id. In doing so, this Court noted that the Florida Supreme Court has provided that
“when a vacancy is created prior to the commencement of the qualifying period,
the vacancy is required to be filled by gubernatorial appointment.” Id. at 644
(emphasis added ) (citing Advisory Op. to the Gov. re Sheriff & Judicial Vacancies
Due to Resignations, 928 So. 2d 1218, 1220–21 (Fla. 2006)); Advisory Op. to the
Gov. re Judicial Vacancy Due to Resignation, 42 So. 3d 795, 797 (Fla. 2010)
(“[W]hen a vacancy occurs in the county or circuit courts before the qualifying
period for the seat commences, the vacancy should be filled by appointment, but
once the election process begins, such vacancy should be filled by election”). After
rejecting Trotti’s argument that the Florida’s Supreme Court’s decision in Spector
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v. Glisson mandated the seat by filled by election, this Court held that the vacancy3
created by Judge Moran’s resignation occurred before the candidate qualifying
period, and therefore must be filled by gubernatorial appointment. Id.
Appellee’s current challenge to the constitutional framework governing
judicial selection is virtually indistinguishable from his 2014 challenge. Thus, as in
Trotti I, a vacancy in judicial office was created when the Governor accepted
Judge Foster’s resignation before the commencement of the candidate qualifying
period. The Florida Constitution requires that vacancy to be filled by gubernatorial
appointment.
In spite of this Court’s binding decision in Trotti I, the circuit court found
that Appellee is likely to succeed on the merit of this claim based on Spector v.
Glisson—a case explicitly distinguished by this Court in Trotti I—and on dicta
contained in concurring opinions to the Supreme Court’s unpublished order in
Pincket v. Detzner, 2016 WL 3127704 (June 3, 2016) (“Pincket II”). Specifically,
during the oral pronouncement of his ruling Judge Dodson stated:
I do think I’m controlled by the Supreme Court’s June 2016 opinion in
the Pincket case….the language of four of the justices made it clear that

3

A judicial vacancy occurs when a letter of resignation is received and accepted by
the Governor, even if the resignation, as here, has a future effective date. Trotti,
147 So. 3d at 644; Art. X, § 3, Fla. Const.
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they believe Trotti, as I interpret it, was wrongly decided, and they
believe Spector should control in a case like this. App. 170.
**********
I just want to make it real clear to everybody that, in granting this
injunction, I’m doing it because of the way I read Pincket. App. 175.
The trial court’s analysis reveals clear error as a matter of law. As to Spector, this
Court concluded almost two decades ago that “the [Supreme] court in In re
Advisory Opinion to the Governor, 600 So. 2d 460 (Fla. 1992), and the 1996
amendment to article V, section 11(b), has limited Spector to its facts”—i.e.,
circumstances where “no interim vacancy will exist.” Pincket v. Harris, 765 So. 2d
284, 286 (Fla. 1st DCA 2000) (Pincket I). Contrary to Appellee’s arguments
below, this Court in Trotti I did not ignore Spector—this Court explicitly
distinguished that decision.4
As to the Florida Supreme Court’s unpublished decision in Pincket II, the
circuit court relied not on the opinion of the Court, but on dicta contained in
separate concurring opinions by Justices Lewis and Pariente. But those opinions

4

Following this Court’s decision in Trotti I, Appellee sought review in the Florida
Supreme Court of his argument that the decision conflicts with Spector. Trotti I
Petition on Jurisdiction at p. 5 (“This ruling is in direct conflict with Spector v.
Glisson, 305 So. 2d 780 (Fla. 1974)”) and Pet. at 4 (“The [Supreme Court] should
exercise its discretionary jurisdiction because the opinion rendered by the First
DCA on September 17, 2014 expressly and directly conflicts with…Spector v.
Glisson, 305 So. 2d 777 (1974)”). The Florida Supreme Court declined to accept
jurisdiction. Trotti v. Detzner, 157 So. 3d 1051 (Fla. 2014).
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have no precedential value. See Miller v. State, 980 So. 2d 1092, 1094 (Fla. 2d
DCA 2008) (“instruct[ing] the trial court that concurring opinions are not
considered precedent” and that “[o]nly the written, majority opinion of an appellate
court has precedential value”); Gawker Media, LLC v. Bollea, 170 So. 3d 125, 133
(Fla. 2d DCA 2015) (noting unpublished opinion has no precedential value) (citing
Citizens Prop. Ins. Corp. v. Ashe, 50 So. 3d 645, 651 n.3 (Fla. 1st DCA 2010)).
The separate opinions in Pincket II—which are both unpublished and concurring—
cannot be read to have overruled Trotti I, nor could the circuit court rely upon dicta
contained in separate unpublished concurring opinions to justify disregard of this
Court’s binding precedent.
Because the trial court failed to follow this Court’s controlling precedent in
Trotti I, Appellee cannot show a likelihood of success on appeal. The trial court
erred in vacating the automatic stay of the Preliminary Injunction Order because it
is Appellants who are likely to prevail on appeal. The stay should be reinstated.
2. The Florida Constitution requires the vacancy created by Judge
Foster’s resignation to be filled by gubernatorial appointment.
Even if Trotti I had not squarely addressed the issues raised by Appellee in
this case, the plain language of the Florida Constitution, and the binding precedent
interpreting it, requires a gubernatorial appointment to fill the vacancy created by
Judge Foster’s resignation.
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The Florida Constitution provides that a vacancy in office shall occur upon,
among other circumstances, the “resignation of the incumbent.” Art. X, § 3, Fla.
Const. When a letter of resignation is tendered with a future effective date, the
vacancy in judicial office occurs on the date the resignation is accepted by the
governor. See In re Advisory Opinion to the Governor, 600 So. 2d 460 (Fla. 1992)
(concluding that when a letter of resignation to be effective at later date is received
from a judge and accepted by the governor, a vacancy in that office occurs and
actuates the process to fill it by appointment); Advisory Opinion to Governor re
Sheriff And Judicial Vacancies Due To Resignations, 928 So. 2d 1218 (Fla. 2006)
(holding that a judge’s resignation accepted by the governor before the start of the
candidate qualifying period and effective at a future date after the qualifying period
created a vacancy to be filled by appointment rather than election); accord Trotti,
147 So. 3d 641 at 644 (“A judicial vacancy occurs when a letter of resignation is
received and accepted by the Governor, even if the resignation has a future
effective date”).
Upon the occurrence of a vacancy in judicial office, the Florida Constitution
unambiguously mandates:
The governor shall fill each vacancy on a circuit court ... by appointing
for a term ending on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in January
of the year following the next primary and general election occurring
at least one year after the date of appointment.... An election shall be
held to fill that judicial office for the term of the office beginning at
14
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the end of the appointed term.
Art. V, § 11(b), Fla. Const. (emphasis supplied). The Governor’s authority and
obligation to appoint under Article V, section 11(b) is nondiscretionary. The
Constitution does not state, for example, that the Governor shall fill each vacancy
“when an unreasonable vacancy is scheduled to occur for such a length that the
business of the state necessitates the appointment.” App. 24. Instead, the Governor’s
duty to appoint yields to only one exception: when the election process has
commenced5 prior to the vacancy occurring. See, e.g., Judicial Vacancy Due to
Resignation, 42 So. 3d 795, 797 (Fla. 2010); Appointment or Election of Judges
(2008), 983 So. 2d 526, 528-30 (Fla. 2008); Appointment or Election of Judges
(2002), 824 So. 2d 132, 135 (Fla. 2002).
The Florida Constitution also requires judicial nominating commissions to
certify its nominations to the Governor within thirty days from the occurrence of
the vacancy. Art. V, § 11(c), Fla. Const. (“The nominations shall be made within
thirty days from the occurrence of a vacancy unless the period is extended by the
governor for a time not to exceed thirty days. The governor shall make the
appointment within sixty days after the nominations have been certified to the

5

The “election process” is deemed to commence at the start of the candidate
qualifying period for judicial office. Appointment or Election of Judges (2008),
983 So. 2d at 528-30.
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governor”). The constitutional provisions applicable to the judicial nominating
commission are similarly nondiscretionary.
Although the constitutional language is clear, and this Court need not go any
further, a review of the amendments to Article V is also instructive. In 1996, the
electorate voted to amend Article V, section 11(b), to provide that appointed
judges serve a term “ending on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in January
of the year following the general election occurring at least one year after the date
of the appointment.” This amendment extended the length of gubernatorial
appointments from the end of the term of a vacating officer. The amendment,
enacted to address the “difficulties with appointing qualified individuals to serve
relatively briefly on the circuit bench,” was “intended to provide the governor with
the authority to appoint” even “when an election is scheduled within the
foreseeable future.” Pincket, 765 So. 2d at 288. Thus, filling a vacancy by
appointment, even when an election is imminent, was not only specifically
contemplated and approved by the voters, it is mandated by Article V of the
Florida Constitution.
Here, the undisputed facts establish that Judge Foster’s resignation was
tendered and accepted by the Governor before the election process commenced at
the beginning of the candidate qualifying period. The Governor is therefore
constitutionally authorized and obligated to fill the vacancy by appointment, and
16
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the Secretary of State is prohibited from qualifying candidates for a judicial seat
that will not be filled by election. Because Appellee’s arguments are contrary to
the language of the Florida Constitution and well-established precedent, he cannot
demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits. The trial court erred in vacating
the Preliminary Injunction Order. This Court should reinstate the automatic stay.
B. The Preliminary Injunction Order contains remedies which exceed the
trial court’s authority.
Appellants are also likely to prevail on this appeal as the remedies granted
by the Preliminary Injunction Order, interfering with the constitutional obligations
of a non-party and mandating the Secretary of State take actions to qualify Plaintiff
that conflict with Florida’s election laws, also form a basis for reversal.
First, the trial court’s Preliminary Injunction Order improperly interfered
with the constitutional obligations of a non-party: the Fourth Circuit Judicial
Nominating Commission. Although the Fourth Circuit Judicial Nominating
Commission was not a party to the action below, the Preliminary Injunction Order
requires the Governor to “suspend all of the Fourth Judicial Nominating
Commission’s activities Chaired by Patrick J. Kilbane, Jr. and duties as requested
in his letter to the Commission on April 23, 2018” and enjoins the Governor from
“accepting any nominees” submitted by the judicial nominating commission. App.
155. However, “it is axiomatic that a trial court may not issue an injunction that
interferes with the rights of those who are not parties to the action.” Trans Health
17
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Mgmt. Inc. v. Nunziata, 159 So. 3d 850, 857 (Fla. 2d DCA 2014); see also S. Dade
Farms, Inc. v. Peters, 88 So. 2d 891 (Fla. 1956) (Where six tenants were not
parties to injunction proceeding by other tenant against landlord, court had no
power to adjudicate validity of the leases to the six, nor the rights of the six tenants
under them). This is true even when one of the parties to the action has partial
“control” over the nonparties sought to be enjoined. Nunziata, 159 So. 2d at 858.
Because the Fourth Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission has a constitutional
obligation to make nominations under Article V, section 11, of the Florida
Constitution, the trial court’s Preliminary Injunction Order therefore interferes
improperly with the legal obligations of a non-party to this proceeding.
Moreover, although the Judicial Nominating Commission is a non-party to
the underlying action, it was named by Appellee as a defendant in a separate case
filed last month in the Fourth Judicial Circuit. App. 142. In that case, Fourth
Circuit Judge Waddell Wallace rejected Appellee’s request to enjoin the Judicial
Nominating Commission from proceeding with the nominating process. App. 145.
The Second Circuit Court in this case was without jurisdiction to modify the
Fourth Circuit’s order, and should not have ordered relief inconsistent with that
ordered by a sister court. See Lazar v. Lindsey, 510 So. 2d 981, 982 (Fla. 4th DCA
1987) (noting the Circuit Court of the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit should not have
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exercised jurisdiction and entered an order modifying an earlier order entered by
the Circuit Court of the Eleventh Judicial Circuit).
Second, the trial court’s Preliminary Injunction Order dictates that the
Secretary of State “shall not remove Plaintiff David P. Trotti from the ballot” and
also states the Secretary of State shall not remove Plaintiff from its public webpage
announcing the Plaintiff has qualified as a candidate for Group 6.” App. 155.
However, the trial court’s remedy also fails to contemplate the entirety of election
law requirements. For example, the Division was required to submit the names of
all duly qualified judicial candidates to the Supervisor of Elections by May 11,
2018. See § 99.061 Fla. Stat. Similarly, it is the local Supervisors of Elections that
prepare ballots—not the Secretary of State—and the Supervisors of Elections for
the counties comprising the Fourth Judicial Circuit are also not parties to this
action.
The effect of the Preliminary Injunction Order is to require the Department
of State to qualify Plaintiff for and potentially propel him into elected office by
default. There is no authority for this Court to waive Florida’s election laws on
Plaintiff’s behalf, and therefore the Order cannot stand. See, e.g., Bittel v. Scott, et.
al., Case No, 17-CA-002301 (Fla. Cir. Ct. Dec. 15, 2017) (noting the court lacked
jurisdiction to mandate earlier special elections as there is no provision for waiver
of statutory election requirements). And even if the Order is read to require the
19
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Department of State to take every action necessary to properly qualify Plaintiff as a
candidate for judicial office, it is still legally insufficient. There is no precedent
that would allow this Court to grant Plaintiff a judicial position through his posthoc orchestration of an unopposed election by litigation, even if Plaintiff were to
prevail on the merits of his claim. To the contrary, when the Florida Supreme
Court considered the question in 2016, the remedy ordered by the Court was to
“reinstate the election” for the judicial office and to “accept candidates seeking to
qualify for [the] judicial office” during a new and separate week-long qualifying
period established by the Court. See Lerman v. Scott, SC16-783, 2016 WL
3127708, at *1 (Fla. June 3, 2016). The remedy in Lerman was consistent with the
Supreme Court’s prior precedent that, when a position is to be filled by election,
“the people should have the available opportunity to select their public officer from
a multiple choice of candidates.” Treiman, 342 So. 2d at 975 (quoting Hurt v.
Naples, 299 So. 2d 17, 21 (Fla. 1974) ([w]idening the field of candidates is the
rule, not the exception)).
In light of the binding decision issued by this Court in Trotti I, it is no
surprise that other potential candidates for the Fourth Judicial Circuit, Group 6, did
not attempt to qualify for a judicial seat that the Division of Elections had
acknowledged would be filled by appointment and that the Fourth Circuit Judicial
Nominating Commission had already begun the process of filling by gubernatorial
20
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appointment. And those who may have otherwise attempted to qualify as
candidates for this seat should not be prejudiced for their reliance upon the validity
of this Court’s rulings. Artz ex rel. Artz v. City of Tampa, 102 So. 3d 747, 751 (Fla.
2d DCA 2012) (the law does not require a party to take action that would be futile).
II.

APPELLEE FAILED TO ESTABLISH AN EVIDENTIARY BASIS
TO SUPPORT LIFTING THE STAY
This Court should also reinstate the stay because the trial court’s order

vacating the stay is devoid of factual findings demonstrating any “compelling
circumstances” or likelihood of irreparable harm justifying the relief granted. And
Appellee failed to present the requisite evidence. Pringle, 707 So. 2d at 390.
Specifically, Appellee provided no evidence of harm—compelling,
irreparable, or otherwise—that would be caused by Judicial Nominating
Commission’s consideration of applicants and nomination of qualified candidates
to the Governor. Similarly, Appellee provided no evidence of legal harm that
would be caused if the Secretary of State does not include his name on a website.
Although Appellee claimed he would be individually harmed if the automatic stay
is maintained, the evidence before the circuit court does not support his claim.
Indeed, the trial court’s order vacating the stay did not even conclude that
Appellee would be irreparably harmed if the stay were to remain in effect. The
Order merely states that there is a “likelihood of irreparable harm” because “the
appointment process will continue and the voters of the Fourth Judicial Circuit will
21
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be deprived of their Constitutional right to elect their circuit judge.” See App. 179.
This conclusory finding is not supported by any record evidence that the Appellee
will be harmed in any way—compellingly, irreparably, or otherwise—if the
automatic stay were to remain in place. The Order certainly does not establish that
Appellee would be irreparably harmed by the Judicial Nominating Commission
completing its interview and nominating process before the constitutional deadline
of June 22, 2018. Nor does the Order establish that Appellee would be irreparably
harmed if the Secretary of State fails to include his name on a website. Finally,
despite the Order’s reference to the voters of the Fourth Judicial Circuit being
“deprived of their Constitutional right to elect their circuit judge,” the effect of the
trial court’s Preliminary Injunction Order is to install the Appellee as a Fourth
Circuit Judge by judicial decree without an election. Without any citation to legal
authority or record evidence, the trial court’s Preliminary Injunction Order has
effectively deprived the voters of the Fourth Judicial Circuit of any opportunity to
participate in the selection of their circuit judge through either the election process
or the appointment process.
Because Appellee failed to satisfy his burden to establish an evidentiary basis
for lifting the stay, and because the trial court’s order fails to identify any
“compelling circumstances” or irreparable harm to Appellee justifying the decision
to vacate the automatic stay, the trial court’s order should be reversed.
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III.

THE BALANCE OF ALL RELEVANT FACTORS WEIGHS IN
FAVOR OF REINSTATING THE STAY TO MAINTAIN THE
STATUS QUO PENDING THE APPELLATE PROCESS

The Florida Supreme Court’s precedent provides that automatic stays should
be vacated only under the most compelling circumstances. This case, when
considering the balance of equities, does not present those circumstances. The
purpose of the automatic stay is to preserve the legal status quo pending appeal.
See, e.g., Perez v. Perez, 769 So. 2d 389, 391, fn 4 (Fla. 3d DCA 1999). The status
quo, in light of Trotti I, was that the seat vacated by Judge Foster would be filled
by judicial appointment. While Plaintiff clearly hopes to change the law through
this proceeding, his personal policy preferences are not the law of this state, and
are not superior to the public equities in favor of reinstating the stay. And the
public equities are compelling. Reinstating the stay will avoid the confusion
associated with the Department of State’s obligations as to fulfilling election
requirements not addressed by the circuit court’s Order.
Maintaining the status quo is also consistent with Florida’s jurisprudential
doctrine that intermediate appellate court decisions should be adhered to in the
absence of Florida Supreme Court precedent to the contrary. Maintaining the status
quo further ensures that if the seat is ultimately required to be filled by election,
Appellee will not obtain it by default, but instead, the voters of the Fourth Judicial
Circuit will have their voices heard.
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The effect of the circuit court’s Preliminary Injunction Order is to prevent
Appellants and the Fourth Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission from carrying
out their constitutional obligations as commanded by the plain language of the
Florida Constitution and confirmed by this Court in Trotti I. The trial court’s order
vacating the stay should be reversed.
CONCLUSION
Appellants respectfully request that this Court: 1) expedite consideration of
this Motion; 2) issue an order immediately re-imposing the stay on an interim basis
for the sole purpose of permitting the Fourth Circuit Judicial Nominating
Commission to complete its interview and nomination process before the
constitutional deadline of June 22, 2018, pending this Court’s consideration of the
balance of the relief requested in this Motion; and 3) quash the trial court’s order
vacating the automatic stay, thereby reinstating the automatic stay of the
Preliminary Injunction Order pending appeal.
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DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL, FIRST DISTRICT
2000 Drayton Drive
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0950
Telephone No. (850)488-6151
June 18, 2018
CASE NO.: 1D18-2387
L.T. No.: 37-2018-CA-1039
Rick Scott, in his official capacity as
Governor of the State of Florida, et
al.
Appellant / Petitioner(s),

v.

David P. Trotti, an individual

Appellee / Respondent(s)

BY ORDER OF THE COURT:
Upon consideration of Appellants’ motion for review filed on June 11, 2018, and Appellee’s
response thereto, the circuit court’s June 11, 2018, order granting motion to vacate stay is
quashed. The stay provided for by Florida Rule of Appellate Procedure 9.310(b)(2) shall
remain in effect pending final disposition of the merits of this appeal.

Appellee’s suggestion for certification of appeal to Florida Supreme Court, filed June 8,
2018, is denied.
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is (a true copy of) the original court order.
Served:
Robert J. Slama
Daniel E. Nordby, GC
Meredith Sasso, AGC
David P. Trotti
Hon. Gwen Marshall, Clerk

David A. Fugett, GC
Nicholas A. James
Jesse C Dyer, AGC
Hon. Charles W. Dodson, Judge
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2000 Drayton Drive
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0950
Telephone No. (850)488-6151
June 22, 2018
CASE NO.: 1D18-2387
L.T. No.: 37-2018-CA-1039
Rick Scott, in his official capacity as
Governor of the State of Florida, et
al.
Appellant / Petitioner(s),

v.

David P. Trotti, an individual

Appellee / Respondent(s)

BY ORDER OF THE COURT:
Appellee’s motion to expedite filed June 20, 2018, is granted in part. Appellee shall file the
answer brief on or before July 5, 2018, and Appellants shall file any reply brief within 14 days
thereafter. No extensions of time will be granted absent a showing of bona fide emergency.
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is (a true copy of) the original court order.
Served:
Robert J. Slama
Daniel E. Nordby, GC
Meredith Sasso, AGC
David P. Trotti

David A. Fugett, GC
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